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Abstract
Many portable electronic applications could benefit from a power converter able to
achieve high efficiency across wide input and output voltage ranges at a small size.
However, it is difficult for many conventional power converter designs to provide wide
operation range while maintaining high efficiency, especially if both up-and-down
voltage conversion is to be achieved. Furthermore, the bulk energy storage required
at contemporary switching frequencies of a few megahertz and below limits the degree
of miniaturization that can be achieved and hampers fast transient response. There-
fore, design methods that reduce energy storage requirements and expand efficient
operation range are desirable. This thesis focuses on the development of a High Fre-
quency (HF) dc-dc SEPIC converter exploiting resonant switching and gating with
fixed frequency control techniques to achieve these goals.
The proposed approach provides high efficiency over very wide input and output volt-
age ranges and power levels. It also provides up-and-down conversion, and requires
little energy storage which allows for excellent transient response.
The proposed design strategies are discussed in the context of a prototype converter
operating over wide input voltage (3.6 - 7.2V), output voltage (3 - 9V) and power
(0.3 - 3W) ranges. The 20MHz converter prototype, utilizing commercial vertical
MOSFETs, takes advantage of a quasi-resonant SEPIC topology and resonant gat-
ing technique to provide good efficiency across the wide operating ranges required.
The converter efficiency stays above 80% across the entire input voltage range at the
nominal output voltage. The closed-loop performance is demonstrated via an imple-
mentation of a PWM on-off control scheme, illustrating the salient characteristics in
terms of additional control circuitry power dissipation and transient response.
Thesis Supervisor: David J. Perreault
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T HE demand for battery-powered portable electronic systems having smaller size
and more capabilities has imposed challenging requirements for dc-dc power
converters. Battery-powered systems must often accept the energy they draw from a
wide input voltage range. This is due to both battery voltage variations with state
of charge or charging and the possible need to accept varying battery types, config-
urations, and sources. Moreover, in systems with communication circuits (e.g. RF
power amplifiers) and displays, there is often a need for compact dc-dc converters
that can supply power (and control voltage) over a wide output voltage range. These
requirements imply a need for dc-dc converters that can function across wide input
and output voltage ranges at a high efficiency to allow for longer battery life. Fur-
thermore, in some applications there is a need to achieve better transient response,
which has previously been acceptable.
In spite of the need for smaller and better dc-dc power converters, it is difficult
for many existing conventional power converter designs to provide wide operation
range while maintaining high efficiency and a small volume, especially if both up-
and-down voltage conversion is to be achieved. Furthermore, while switched mode
power supplies (SMPS) have taken advantage of scaling trends in the form of improved
semiconductors and higher integration, the bulk energy storage (comprising most of
the volume) required at contemporary switching frequencies of a few megahertz and
below has not scaled to the same degree, leaving most commercial converters with
a not-so-subtle footprint. Shrinking passive component volume is one obvious way
to target the needs for a smaller converter, however, the fundamental scaling issues
that bring efficiency down beyond acceptable limits for modern converters make this
approach impractical. An alternative method to resolve the tradeoffs between small
size and high efficiency is to reduce the required energy storage and passive component
values by increasing the switching frequency.
As described in [1], increasing the switching frequency of a power converter directly
- 20 -
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reduces the energy storage requirements of inductors and capacitors of the circuit. In
many cases, this corresponds to a reduction in the size of the passive components.
Moreover, a higher switching frequency (and reduced intermediate energy storage)
enables faster response to load transient and reduction filter components (e.g. output
capacitors). Higher switching frequencies can considerably widen converter control-
loop bandwidth, which is typically limited to about a tenth of the switching frequency.
The advantages of increasing switching frequency suggest that this method may hold
the key to achieving designs that can meet all the demands of the next generation
of portable electronic systems. This, in fact, has been an ongoing pursuit in power
electronics since at least the 1970's [2] as switching frequencies have risen from tens
of kilohertz to a few megahertz. This thesis will explore design methods suitable
for implementing a low power dc-dc converter required to operate efficiently across a
wide input and output range, and provide both up-and-down voltage conversion.
1.1 Challenges of Increasing Converter Switching
Frequency
A typical switched mode power stage consists of semiconductor devices and passive
energy storage elements. While losses are distributed among the active and passive
components in the power stage of a converter, the bulk of the system mainly resides in
the volume of the passive elements. Increasing operating frequency can significantly
improve the size, cost and transient response of the system. However, increasing
power loss at higher operating frequency in conventional converters places an upper
bound on the switching frequency.
Switching power MOSFETs needed in portable electronic appliances have experienced
tremendous improvements in the last few years, yielding devices with lower on-state
resistance and smaller packages. However, under high frequency operation, switch-
ing loss (including loss associated discharging the output capacitance and overlap
loss), instead of conduction loss, becomes the dominant loss mechanism in a conven-
tional hard-switched converter. This places an upper bound on acceptable switching
frequencies in such converters
Another loss mechanism closely related to the characteristics of switching devices such
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as MOSFETs is gating loss, which results from charging and discharging the device
input capacitance, CIss. For both lateral and vertical MOSFETs, gating loss has a
linear dependency on the switching frequency [3, 4]. In the case of a conventional
hard-switched converter, the gating loss is described by the following equation:
PGATE = QGATEVGATEf = CGATEVGATEf (1.1)
For a typical commercial 30V vertical MOSFET with effective gate capacitance of
200 pF operating at a switching frequency of a few megahertz, the loss is measured
from hundreds of milliwatts to over a watt, which makes the efficiency (battery life)
unacceptable for modern low-power portable electronics.
The energy requirement (the values of passive components) may be reduced as the
operating frequency of the converter increases. On the other hand, the core loss of
inductors becomes a major concern at high operating frequency. Core loss in even the
best magnetic materials rises sharply as the switching frequency goes beyond a few
megahertz, imposing a frequency limit. However, as designs move to high switching
frequencies, converters employing air-cored magnetics have been successfully imple-
mented with reasonable size and performance [5, 6, 7, 4]
These major loss mechanisms associated with conventional converter designs suggest
that alternative design methods must be exploited to improve converter performance
if we are to increase switching frequency to reduce the volume of modern switch mode
power supplies.
1.2 High Frequency Resonant Power Conversion
The predicted poor performance of conventional hard-switched converters at high
frequency, exacerbated in the case of low-power converters, suggests that resonant
power conversion may be a more viable candidate as the switching frequency moves
beyond a few megahertz.
Efficient power conversion at high frequency has been achieved using switched-mode
RF inverters taking advantage of zero-voltage switching (ZVS). [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
- 22 -
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Figure 1.1: Class E inverter
14, 15, 16, 5, 6, 7, 2, 17, 3, 4, 181 Inverters like the Class E inverter [8, 9, 10], Figure
1.1, have been popular in various applications, ranging from communication systems
to biotelemetry instruments. By utilizing reactive elements to shape the voltage and
current waveforms, resonant power conversion can eliminate the significant amount
of switching loss faced by traditional hard-switched converters at higher operating
frequencies. Taking the advantages of resonant network one step further, gating loss
can also be significantly reduced when a resonant network recycling a portion of the
gate energy each cycle is utilized to drive the gate [3, 4, 19, 20, 21, 22, 17, 18].
However, resonant power conversion has its own challenges, which limits its range of
use. Reactive elements in resonant topologies are usually tuned to provide desirable
ZVS performance (and high efficiency) at a single operating point. However, as the
load moves away from the nominal load value, with which the resonant topology is
tuned, converter performance can plummet. Furthermore, Designing a suitable con-
trol method is also a non-trivial issue. Duty ratio control becomes difficult (if not
impossible) to implement for resonant converters at high frequencies. Controlling
power by varying switching frequency yields varying component stresses and effi-
ciency reductions across load control limitations become yet another drawback for
high frequency resonant converters.
Burst mode control [5, 23, 17, 3] has been shown to address the control challenges
above, by separating the control function from the power stage operation of the con-
verter. The converter cell is switched on and off at a modulation frequency, often much
lower than the converter switching frequency, to control the average power delivered
to the output. When the converter is on, it delivers a fixed power maintaining ZVS
characteristics and good efficiency. When off, no power is delivered and there is no
associated resonating loss. Although the controllers implemented by [5, 23, 17, 3, 18]
are unconditionally stable and provide good performance at a very light load, the
input and output waveforms have variable frequency content (owing to the variable-
frequency modulation). This shortcoming makes this control method undesirable in
- 23 -
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some applications (such as communication systems), and increases the difficulty of
designing input and output filters.
1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis
As suggested in the previous discussion, HF or VHF resonant power conversion is a
suitable design method for low power converters to meet the two major concerns of
future portable electronic systems, namely, efficiency and volume. The primary goal
of this thesis is to develop and experimentally demonstrate a circuit topology, gating
and control schemes for low-power dc-dc converters. These converter must operate
efficiently across a wide input and output voltage range while providing for up and
down voltage conversion. To demonstrate the proposed approach, we focus on design
of a 3W dc-dc converter operating from a wide input voltage of 3.6 V - 7.2 V and
supporting a wide output voltage range of 3 V - 9 V.
In Chapter 2 a quasi-resonant SEPIC topology is introduced and compared with
various other topologies that may be suitable for the operating range and power level
of the converter. This topology eliminates the need for a bulk inductor and keeps
a low component count to simplify the system structure. The converter operates at
fixed frequency and duty ratio. A detailed tuning method for this topology, including
tuning of the rectifier and the inverter, will be discussed.
Losses associated with inductors is a major loss mechanisms for resonant converters
that cannot be neglected, Resonant inductor designs are certainly not trivial issues at
the HF and VHF operating regime. Achieving inductors with better Qs directly trans-
lates improved converter performance across the entire operating range. Chapter 3
briefly describes the opportunities and challenges in inductor designs via a compar-
ison study of commercial off-the-shelf air-core inductors, custom designed air-core
inductors and planar spiral inductors.
A low-loss resonant gate drive method and a new fixed-frequency on/off control is
introduced in chapter 4. For low-power converters operating at substantial voltages
in the HF and VHF regime, traditional hard gating with a totem-pole drive simply
incurs too much loss for acceptable efficiency. Resonant gating can reduce the gating
loss significantly at these frequencies [7, 6, 24, 19, 20, 21, 22, 251. By recovering a
portion of the gate energy each cycle, much lower power is required to drive the gate,
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minimizing the impact that gating loss has on overall converter efficiency.
In order to overcome the challenge (faced by many resonant converters) of maintaining
good efficiency across a wide load range, an on-off control scheme is utilized, in
which switching of the converter is gated on and off to control the average power
delivered to the output. This control approach which we term PWM on-off control
is discussed in chapter 5. Unlike voltage hysteretic on-off control, which has been
successfully implemented in some previous designs [26, 6, 7, 24, 27, 3], PWM on-
off control operates a fixed modulation frequency, leading to well-defined frequency
content at the converter input and output.
Chapter 6 presents the design and experimental evaluation of the proposed resonant
SEPIC converter. Table 1.1 lists the converter specifications. The converter oper-
ates at 20 MHz and utilizes two commercial 30 V vertical MOSFETs in parallel.
Open loop performance and closed loop performance are presented and discussed.
The performance of the prototype converter will also be discussed in the context of
commercial converters operating with similar input ranges and power levels, further
demonstrating the design challenges the prototype converter has overcome.
Table 1.1: dc-dc converter specifications
Input Voltage Range 3.6 - 7.2 V
Output Voltage Range 3 - 9 V
Switching Frequency 20 MHz
Output Power 0.3 - 3 W
Resonant power conversion at HF and VHF, along with suitable gating and control
schemes, has proven its merits in the context of a low power dc-dc converter with
wide input range, wide output range, and up-and-down voltage conversion capability.
Chapter 7 summarizes the design considerations for HF resonant power conversion
and suggests direction for continued work in this area.
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Chapter 2
A Quasi-Resonant SEPIC
Converter
ADVANTAGES of increasing switching frequency and utilizing resonant power
conversion are described in Chapter 1. Here we demonstrate that high fre-
quency resonant power conversion is a suitable converter design method for achieving
high efficiency over a wide input and output range. The SEPIC (Single Ended Pri-
mary Inductance Converter) converter is often used when the desired output voltage
can be higher or lower than the input voltage. However, conventional SEPIC designs
suffers from substantial switching loss at HF, slow response speed, poor load-step
performance or all of the above performance deficiencies. These drawbacks have pre-
vented most existing SEPIC designs from offering acceptable performance when a
large operating range and a small size are both required. Here we introduce a new
quasi-resonant SEPIC topology that maintains ZVS characteristics (and good effi-
ciency) across a wide input and output voltage range and provides excellent dynamics
performance, while keeping minimal energy storage requirement and low component
count.
2.1 Limitations of conventional SEPIC converters
To illustrate the design challenges that the proposed topology has overcome, the
limitations of traditional SEPIC converters are examined and discussed.
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VOUT
(a) A Conventional SEPIC Converter Topology
Conventional SEPIC Waveforms
,1
0
Conventional SEPIC Start-up Transient
15
050 1111iiihiiIIIIIII~lIIIIII~iII~III~lIIIIIilhIt
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
time [us]
(b) Conventional SEPIC Waveforms
Figure 2.1: A conventional SEPIC converter hard switching at 20 MHz. Sig-
nificantly voltage and current overlap loss is evident at device turn-on/off. In
addition, poor dynamic performance due to bulk inductors is apparent at start-
up transient. See appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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2.1 Limitations of conventional SEPIC converters
2.1.1 Conventional Hard-switched SEPIC Converters
The conventional SEPIC converter has two bulk (ac choke) inductors, shown in Fig-
ure 2.1(a), yields hard switching of the switch and diode, Figure 2.1(a) and incurs
significant switching loss at HF and VHF operation regime. If we are to design a
conventional SEPIC converter according to [28] to meet the same criteria listed in
Table 1.1, the choke inductor values are about 380 nH given by
VIN(MIN)
LCHOKE = X Dmax (2.1)AIL x f"w
Dmx VOUT + VDDol= (2.2)VIN(min) + VOUT + VD
AIL = OUT X VOUT x 40% (2.3)VIN(min)
where VD is the forward voltage drop of the diode, f,, is the switching frequency and
Dmax is the duty cycle at the minimum Vn,. These bulk inductors severely deteriorates
the dynamic performance of the converter (as shown by fig. 2.1(b), with a settling
time over 1 y s for a 20 MHz converter) and are extremely difficult to integrate.
Furthermore, power dissipation associated with a commercial vertical MOSFET given
by
PSW = Isw(rms) x RDS(ON) x DMAX + (VIN(min) + VOUT) X Isw(peak) (2.4)
Isw(peak) = ILl(peak) + IL2(peak) (2.5)
(VOUT + VIN(min) X VOUT (2.6)
Isw(rms)= IaoneUT Vlowers the maximu2m efficiency achievable to barely(2.6)
is about 980mW, which alone lowers the maximum efficiency achievable to barely
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Hard Switched SEPIC Converter Efficiency vs Input Voltage
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Figure 2.2: Efficiency of a hard-switched SEPIC with various input voltages
70% for a 3 W converter, which is simply unacceptable for most (if not all) portable
electronic systems. Even if we scale the on-state resistance and the device capaci-
tance of the commercial vertical MOSFET (assuming the on-state resistance halves
and the capacitance doubles as the device area doubles, and vice versa) to obtain a
optimal tradeoff (lowest total loss) between switching loss (given by the first term in
equation 2.4) and conduction loss (given by the second term in equation 2.4), the effi-
ciency is still only about 74% at the nominal output (See appendix A for component
values and simulation files).
In addition, Figure 2.2, which shows the efficiency as a function of input voltage,
clearly indicates that performance suffers severely if the converter is to be operating
across a wide input and output voltage range.
2.1.2 Multi-Resonant SEPIC converters
The multi-resonant SEPIC topology [29], fig. 2.3, addresses excessive switching loss
by utilizing a multi-resonant network to absorb the parasitic capacitance from the
transistor and the diode, and to shape the transistor voltage for zero-voltage turn
on. This topology explicitly introduces capacitances in parallel with the switch and
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diode along with a resonant inductor Ls in series with the coupling capacitor Cs to
achieve zero-voltage soft switching of the switch and diode, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
However, with frequency modulation control, the power stage and control function
is tightly coupled, which prevents this converter from maintaining good efficiency as
the load condition changes. Figure 2.4 illustrates the operation of the multi-resonant
SEPIC converter as the output voltage varies. The multi-resonant SEPIC converter
is designed such that the body diode "catches" the ringing across different output
voltages. However, using the body diode in such a way can introduce significantly
loss due to the diode forward voltage drop. Moreover, when the switch turns on, there
is a significant amount of circulating current in the system, introducing yet another
loss mechanism that deteriorates the performance. Furthermore, like the conventional
SEPIC converters, the bulk inductors limit the response speed of the multi-resonant
SEPIC converter.
2.2 A New Quasi-Resonant SEPIC Topology
Here we introduce a new quasi-resonant SEPIC topology, Figure 2.5, suitable for
efficient HF resonant power conversion across a wide operating range in addition
to providing up-and-down voltage conversion. The topology used here has some
topological similarities with both the conventional SEPIC converter [30] and with
the multi-resonant SEPIC converter proposed in [31, 29]. However, the detailed
component placement and sizing, operating characteristics, and control approach are
all very different from these previous designs.
2.2.1 Background
The conventional SEPIC converter has two bulk (ac choke) inductors, and yields
hard switching of the switch and diode. The multi-resonant SEPIC [29] utilizes
similar bulk inductors, but explicitly introduces capacitances in parallel with the
switch and diode along with a resonant inductor in series with the coupling capacitor
CB to achieve zero-voltage soft switching of the switch and diode. Furthermore,
conventional SEPIC converter and multi-resonant SEPIC converter are controlled via
frequency modulation. One major drawback associated with frequency modulation
control resides in its substantial impact on efficiency under closed-loop operation
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(a) A Multi-Resonant SEPIC Converter Topology
Multi-Resonant SEPIC Waveforms
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Figure 2.3: A multi-resonant SEPIC converter [29]. ZVS switching characteris-
tics are obtained from absorbing device parasitic capacitance by adding external
capacitors. Although this converter is not operated under constant frequency,
this simulation at 20MHz illustrates the poor transient response due to bulk
inductors. See appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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Multi-Resonant SEPIC Waveforms
Figure 2.4: Operation
3V to 7V
4.09 4.1 4.11
of multi-resonant SEPIC as output voltage varies from
due to its tight coupling between the power stage and the control function. As the
soft-switching characteristics are closely tied to the impedance of the overall system,
any deviation away from this optimal impedance (caused by changes in operating
frequency as in the case of frequency modulation) can result in exacerbated circulating
current loss and V-I overlap switching loss. Also, at the typical operating frequencies
of the frequency conventional SEPIC and multi-resonant SEPIC converter [29], a
large amount of output bulk capacitance is needed. This translates to larger size,
deteriorated power density and higher cost.
The design introduced here also explicitly utilizes capacitances in parallel with the
switch and diode. However, in contrast to previous resonant SEPIC designs [31, 29],
the design here has no bulk inductors. Rather, it uses only two resonant inductors: one
inductor, LF, resonates with the net switch capacitance, Coss + CEX, for resonant
inversion, while the other inductor, LREC, resonates with the rectifier capacitance,
CREC, for resonant rectification. This design method leads to reduced magnetic
component count, along with greatly increased response speed.
Operation of this converter can be understood as a linking of three subsystems:
a resonant inverter, a matching network and a resonant rectifier (Figure 2.5). A
resonant rectifier connected to the inverter via a matching network forms a dc-dc
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Figure 2.5: Three subsystems of a resonant SEPIC topology
converter when properly tuned can deliver power efficiently at a constant switching
frequency and duty ratio. As will be described, the high pass nature of the match-
ing/interconnect significantly impacts the system operation.
2.2.2 Converter Design
The design procedure of a full dc-dc converter starts with a rectifier. The rectifier is
tuned at the specified output power and voltage to exhibit certain characteristics and
behaviors. Once the equivalent impedance at the operating frequency is determined,
the rectifier can be replaced with this impedance to a resonant inverter, assuming
majority of the output power delivered to the load is transferred at the fundamental.
The inverter is then designed following a tuning process described in Section 2.2.5
to achieve desired performance. If the equivalent impedance of the rectifier is too
high for a given inverter topology to deliver the required amount of output power, to
obtain acceptable efficiency across the whole operating range, or to obtain reasonable
component values, a matching network will be necessary to transform the rectifier
impedance. The transformed impedance will then be used as the load impedance for
the inverter. After a working inverter design is obtained with the equivalent rectifier
impedance (with or without a matching network), a full dc-dc converter can simply
be obtained by replacing the equivalent impedance with the full rectifier. Additional
minor tunings may be required to achieve optimum efficiency and ZVS characteristics
due to the interaction between the inverter and the rectifier since the rectifier is a
nonlinear device, and is only approximately represented by an equivalent impedance.
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Figure 2.6: Two resonant rectifier topologies. The boost rectifier can only used
in cases where the output voltage is higher than the dc voltage at the rectifier
input, and the input provides a dc current path. The rectifier with dc block is
suitable to provide up-and-down voltage conversion.
The following sections will address the detailed tuning of each subsystem and design
of a full dc-dc converter by connecting these three subsystems.
2.2.3 Resonant Rectifier
Rectification involves changing ac to dc, which is essential of a dc-dc converter. While
classic square wave rectifiers may be a simple and viable solution at low switching fre-
quencies, hard-switched rectifiers incur a significant amount of losses when operating
at high frequency,. Among them, there are switching losses due to reverse recovery
and capacitive charging of the diodes. Furthermore, losses due to low-Q parasitic
junction capacitance and package inductance can easily exacerbate the rectifier loss.
It is therefore desirable to design a rectifier topology that provides good efficiency at
HF while maintaining a small component count and a small size. While the "series
loaded" resonant rectifier [32], Figure 2.6(a) discussed in [3, 33, 32] is a solution
proven to meet these three criteria, its inability to provide buck and boost power
conversion (due to the de path provided by LREC) makes it an unsuitable candidate
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to meet the input and output voltage requirements of this application.
Figure 2.6(b) shows the schematic of the resonant rectifier to be implemented here.
This rectifier topology is similar to Figure 2.6(a) except for the change in the location
of the resonant inductor and the resonant capacitance. However, this seemingly minor
component re-arraignment eliminates the dc path from the rectifier input and enables
the topology to be utilized in applications where the output voltage is required to be
lower and higher than the dc rectifier input voltage.
2.2.3.1 Basic Operating Principles
The particular resonant rectifier topology of interest here utilizes a resonant tank
comprising of a resonant inductor LREC (which provides a dc path for the output
current) and a capacitance comprising the external capacitor CREC along with addi-
tional parasitic junction capacitance from the diode. To evaluate rectifier operation,
the rectifier is driven by sinusoidal current source at the switching frequency, provid-
ing an approximate representation of the inverter behavior. The output is modeled
as a voltage source of value VOUT, which represents the behavior of the rectifier load
when the output voltage is controlled under closed-loop operation. Figure 2.7 illus-
trates the rectifier operation via time domain simulation results. VREC is equal to the
output voltage when the diode is on; When the diode turns off, LREC and CREC plus
junction capacitance resonate until the VREC once again reaches the VOUT. At turn-
off, the voltage across the capacitor equals VOUT and ILREC start decreasing. VREC is
being discharged until the inductor current is lower than the driving current source.
Once this condition is reached, ILREC continues to decrease, however, capacitor CREC
will start absorbing energy and VREC rings up. Once VREC reaches VOUT, the diode
again turns on and the inductor current increases until it exceeds the driving current,
then the diode shuts off and the cycle repeats.
2.2.3.2 Rectifier Tuning Procedure
Consider the circuit for rectifier tuning shown in Figure 2.8(a), the amplitude of the
current source driving the rectifier is selected such that the output power requirement
can be met (Note that a whole range of values may be successfully used). The
resonance between LREC and CREC can be selected such that the impedance looking
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Rectifier Voltage and Current Waveforms
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Figure 2.7: Rectifier Waveforms
into the input port of the rectifier appear resistive at the fundamental frequency. This
equivalent resistance can be readily obtained from the fundamental voltage waveform
and the sinusoidal current waveform, Figure 2.8.
A straightforward way to tune this rectifier topology given a specified amplitude of the
current source is to adjust CRECT and LRECT until a desired characteristic impedance
and center frequency is achieved. The rectifier input impedance can be tuned to look
resistive, slightly capacitive or slightly inductive.
To achieve a purely resistive impedance at the fundamental frequency, there are two
design handles, the resonant inductor LREC and the resonant capacitor CREC. By
adjusting the resonant capacitor along with the resonant inductor, the peak reverse
voltage and the length of the conduction interval of the diode can be traded off [27].
While capacitors with Q values in the thousands are relatively easy to obtain, it is
much more difficult to obtain small inductors with Q of more than 100 at HF. Since
it is possible to trade off low-Q inductance with high-Q capacitance to achieve the
same impedance, it is generally desirable to do so, as indicated in Figure 2.9 where
the rectifier output power and efficiency is plotted for two different values of LREC. It
is apparent from Figure 2.9 that a small low-Q inductor with a large high-Q capacitor
generally leads to a more efficient rectifier design than a large low-Q inductor with
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(a) Rectifier Tuning Circuit (b) Rectifier Voltage with its Fundamental
Fundamental Rectifier Voltage and Current
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(c) Fundamentals of Rectifier Voltage and Cur-
rent
Figure 2.8: Rectifier Voltage with its fundamental component extracted. The
equivalent impedance of the rectifier can be calculated from the fundamentals
of the rectifier voltage and current.The equivalent rectifier resistance REQ is
17.14Qf
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Rectifier Efficiency vs Output Power
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Figure 2.9: Performance comparisons of rectifiers with different values of LRECT.
Better rectifier performance can be obtained by trading off large-valued rela-
tively low-Q inductors with large-valued high-Q ceramic capacitance. A switch-
ing frequency of 20MHz with an inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is
assumed in simulations. When LREC = 90nH, CREC is swept from 125pF to 160pF
to attain output power from 2W to 3W. When LREC = 60n, CREC is swept from
700pF to 1100pF to achieve similar power levels. Simulation files for this example
may be found in Appendix A
a small high-Q capacitors achieving the same desired rectifier impedance. However,
the approach cannot be practiced blindly. Once the required inductance is reduced
down to a few nano-henries when the parasitic package inductance and parasitic
prototype board inductance (both of which are extremely lossy (low Q) in nature)
are on the same order of magnitude as the required resonant inductor, the performance
(waveforms and efficiency) can be tremendously compromised.
The rectifier can also be tuned to be slightly inductive or slightly capacitive to aid
switching. However, for a given output power, the rectifier performance is generally
better (more efficient) when it is tuned to be slightly inductive, Figure 2.10. A
capacitively-tuned rectifier often has more circulating current loss that deteriorates
the performance.
In certain cases, it is more desirable that all of the rectifier capacitance needed by the
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Rectifer Efficiency vs Output Power
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Figure 2.10: Performance comparisons of rectifiers tuned inductively vs capaci-
tively. A switching frequency of 20MHz with an inductor Q of 70 and capacitor
Q of 3000 is assumed in simulations. LREC is kept at 70nH, while the CREC is
swept from 260pF to 1200pF to achieve different phases between the fundamen-
tal voltage and current. It is obvious that the performance for an inductively
tuned rectifier is generally better for a given output power. Simulation files
may be found in Appendix A
rectifier to be provided by the rectifier device (e.g. a diode) to reduce losses associated
with forward conduction drop and to avoid resonances between the capacitors and
the device package [27]. However, that external capacitance can achieve much higher
Q than lossy parasitic device junction capacitance suggests that adding additional
high Q capacitors may result in less losses in some other cases. The decision of
whether to add an additional diode in parallel or to add external capacitance entails
a careful study of the dominant loss mechanism for each specific design. While in
some designs, the circulating current loss associated with the low-Q diode capacitance
may be the dominant loss mechanism in a given rectifier; the forward drop associated
with the series resistance of the diode may be significant in others. In this case, it is
the circulating current that dominates the rectifier loss. Therefore, a better rectifier
design can be achieved via adding external high-Q capacitance instead of placing two
diodes in parallel, as illustrated in Figure 2.11, where the rectifier performance of
utilizing one diode versus two diodes is compared.
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Rectifer Efficiency vs Output Power
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Figure 2.11: Performance comparisons of rectifiers with two diodes vs one diode
with additional external capacitance. A switching frequency of 20MHz with an
inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed in simulations. LREC is
kept at 70nH, while CREC is swept from 180pF to 300pF when two diodes are
employed to achieve similar power levels as the previous plot where only one
diode is used. In this case, the performance improvement brought by high-Q
external capacitance reducing circulating current losses exceeds the improve-
ment brought by reduction in lower forward conduction drop. Simulation files
may be found in Appendix A
Although this rectifier topology is highly efficient and simple to tune, it has sev-
eral shortcomings. Unlike the rectifier topology in [3], there is no additional tuning
knob such as the dc source bias. Instead, once the output power are determined,
the properties of the input current source is determined. Changing either the char-
acteristic impedance Zo = / or the center frequency Fc = I of theCREC 21rLRECREc
LC resonance will result a change in the behavior of the rectifier, indicated by the
variations in VRECT waveforms, illustrated in Figure 2.12. Therefore, this topology
does not have the flexibility to maintain the overall switching behavior of the rectifier
while the characteristic impedance is adjusted up and down, unlike the boost rectifier
topology employed in [3].
In addition, as the amplitude of the current source is swept, the nonlinear element
(diode and its nonlinear junction capacitance) prevents the impedance from staying
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Figure 2.12: The rectifier waveforms for various center frequency Fc =
1 and characteristic impedance Zo = LRE. Unlike [3], the rec-21r LRECT RECT CRECT
tifier does not have the extra degree of freedom from adjusting dc-bias of the
source. Therefore, changing either Fc and Zo changes both the current and
voltage waveforms. See appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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Impedance Phase vs. Output Power
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Figure 2.13: Rectifier Impedance phase (at the fundamental) as a function of
output power. A switching frequency of 20MHz with an inductor Q of 70 and
capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed in simulations. Over a wide output power range,
changes in the equivalent impedance of the resonant rectifier is significant. Sim-
ulation files may be found in Appendix A
purely resistive across different operating conditions. As the amplitude of the current
source is increased (the output power is increased), the phase between the voltage and
current fundamentals typically increases and the rectifier appears more inductive. On
the other hand, as the amplitude of the current sources is decreased (the output power
is decreased), the rectifier appears more capacitive indicated by the decreased phase
angle between the voltage and current fundamentals. Unlike the high-voltage and
high-power rectifier design in [27], this phase change varies significantly across a wide
range of output power, as shown in Figure 2.13. This characteristic of the rectifier
imposes another challenge on the converter design, requiring an inverter topology
that is relatively insensitive to the rectifier phase variation, as will be discussed in
Section 2.2.5.
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Figure 2.14: Various matching network configurations
2.2.4 Matching Network
The purpose of the transformation stage, a subsystem between the inverter and the
rectifier, is to alter the way the rectifier input impedance appears at the output of
the inverter, to provide voltage and current level transformation, and to provide elec-
trical isolation required by some applications [34]. In some cases, this subsystem is
not required. The inverter and the rectifier can be connected merely by adding a dc
blocking capacitor, whose capacitive reactance at the switching frequency is substan-
tially smaller than the load impedance provided by the rectifier. This transformation
stage is useful when the impedance achieved by the rectifier at a given output power
level (following the tuning procedure from the previous section) is too high for the
inverter to achieve ZVS, provide minimum output power, or operate at acceptable
efficiencies. The transformation stage can be realized via conventional transformers,
transmission-line transformers, matching network or similar means.
In an application (such as the one pursued in this thesis) where the input impedance
provided by the rectifier is too high to deliver the amount of output power required (if
to be directly employed at the output of an inverter topology), a matching network
which steps down the rectifier impedance is a suitable approach. A matching network
is a useful technique to transform impedance with a small number of components and
very low loss [35, 34]. A matching network structure is designed to transform a given
load impedance to a source impedance at a given frequency. The matching network
can take on many forms. Figure 2.14 shows a few examples of matching networks
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Figure 2.15: Input impedance of a matching network with Figure 2.14(b) con-
figuration. CMN = 720pF, LMN = 70nH and ZLOAD = 17Q.
that reduce the load impedance. The effects that a given matching network has at
frequencies besides the switching frequency are very important. Among these match-
ing network configurations, the ones that provide a dc path between the inverter and
the rectifier such as Figure 2.14(a), 2.14(d), 2.14(f) may be used with an additional
dc blocking capacitors to provide up-and-down voltage conversion while others may
be employed without any extra components. Also, the way in which these networks
pass or block harmonic currents and voltages may greatly affect circuit operation.
One consideration in determining the matching network topology relates to the fun-
damental operating principle of a matching network. The matching network is de-
signed to provide a specific transformation ratio at one frequency, and this frequency
only. Since matching networks are comprised of reactive elements, the transformation
characteristic is bound to change as the frequency moves away from the frequency at
which the matching network is designed. When designing an inverter, the rectifier is
modeled by its equivalent impedance(complex ratio of fundamental voltage to fun-
damental current) to simplify the design process. Given a rectifier input impedance,
a matching network can be designed so that the inverter can achieve some desired
output power, efficiency requirement and switching characteristics. However, when
the inverter is connected to the rectifier, the matching network now sees the actual
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voltage and current waveforms of the rectifier (instead of an equivalent resistance) and
the voltages and currents of the rectifier are not scaled by the same transformation
ratio across the whole frequency spectrum, which may complicate the tuning proce-
dure. For example, Figure 2.15 illustrates a matching network designed to provide a
transformation ratio from a 17Q resistive load to 5Q (at the input port of the match-
ing network) at about 20MHz. However, it is apparent that the this transformation
ratio only occurs at one frequency, with the impedance at other frequencies scaled by
completely different complex ratios.
Although different configurations can result in the same impedance transformation
ratio at a given frequency, the effect of different matching network topologies on a load
impedance won't stay the same across a range of frequencies. A matching network
capable of achieving multiple resonances from having more than two reactive elements
such as the T and 7r networks has lower efficiency and narrower bandwidth [35], is more
prone to completely modifying the rectifier characteristic impedance, and complicates
the inverter design even more. Therefore, a simple matching network with minimum
component count, such as the one in Figure 2.14(b) is desirable for efficiency, size and
volume considerations and converter design and tuning simplicity.
2.2.4.1 Tuning the Matching Network
The first step in matching network design is to determine a configuration. For the
reasons mentioned previously, Figure 2.14(b) is a suitable matching network topology
for this application, and will serve as a starting point for a matching network design.
To determine the transformation ratio required, we can begin by assuming that the
drain voltage VDS is a triangle wave (which will be apparent from simulation wave-
forms shown in Section 2.2.5.1) with 50 % duty cycle and swings between 0 and
82VIN. If we assume that all the ac power is delivered to the load only at the fun-
damental of the switching frequency, the maximum load impedance allowed at the
output of the inverter for a pre-determined output power level is given by
V 2RLOAD RMS (2.7)
LOAD- POUT
Once the maximum load impedance (therefore, the minimum transformation ratio)
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is determined, a matching network can be designed accordingly. Ideally, once the
source impedance, load impedance and switching frequency is known, the component
values for a given L-section matching network topology are determined. For this
specific topology, the values for the inductor and capacitor can be calculated using
the following equations.
ZMN
wLs = ZLOAD X ZMN (2.8)
ZLOAD - ZMN
1
= IZMN x (ZLOAD - ZMN) (2.9)
wCs
where ZLOAD is the load impedance and ZMN is the input impedance looking into the
matching network. However, for a matching network to be employed in a converter
operating under the characteristics of ZVS, high efficiency and wide operation range,
its component values are not so set in stone by the equations above. Instead, the inter-
action between the matching network impedance ZL, Figure 2.20, and the equivalent
impedance of input resonant network of the converter ZIN, Figure 2.20 shapes the
total impedance seen at the drain-to-source node of the converter, allowing an extra
dimension of flexibility in matching network design. In fact, the matching network
can be designed such that it looks capacitive or inductive at the switching frequency.
Therefore, Equations 2.8 and 2.9 alone cannot determine the final component val-
ues needed for a matching network to be used in a converter. A further study of
interactions between the input resonant network, matching network and the load will
be helpful in determining an optimum transformation stage design. This cannot be
accomplished without entailing a discussion of the inverter operation.
2.2.5 Inverter Design
This section introduces an inverter design, Figure 2.16, together with the matching
network and rectifier design discussed previously, suitable to meet the requirements
outlined in Table 1.1. Although other topologies are known to provide lower device
stress while maintaining ZVS and high efficiency [17, 3, 18], the specific operation
regime of this converter (input voltage and output power requirement) makes the
simplicity of the proposed approach desirable, especially considering the negligible
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RLOAD
Figure 2.16: A resonant inverter topology
Sit ILOAD
RLOAD
Figure 2.17: A resonant inverter topology including a matching network
improvements between available 20V and 30V devices at the time the converter was
designed.
The resonant inverter topology may appear similar to that of a conventional a Class-E
inverter. Its details are, however, quite different. Instead of a bulk input choke induc-
tor, this topology utilizes a small-valued inductor LF, resonating with any parasitic
switch capacitance plus any external capacitors. The seemingly small change from a
bulky inductor to a resonant inductor is in fact significant. It allows the converter
to achieve excellent transient response and to be utilized with an on-off modulation
control scheme, which will be discussed more in details in Chapter 5.
The output "tank" comprising LRES, CRES and RLOAD can be tuned to be resistive
at the fundamental of switching frequency, slightly inductive or slightly capacitive.
However, in order to study the effects of matching network on the overall drain-to-
source impedance along with the input resonant network, a slightly modified output
tank is used in this inverter topology. Figure 2.17 shows the modified topology in-
corporating the matching network into the inverter topology of Figure 2.16. In this
case, Ls and Cs form a matching network to transform the load impedance RLOAD,
which is obtained from the rectifier design following the tuning procedure outlined
in Section 2.2.4.1. In certain case where the impedance provided by the rectifier is
low enough not to significantly load down the overall impedance of the inverter, the
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Inverter Waveforms
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Figure 2.18: The inverter tuned for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch.
LF = 21nH, Cs = 720pF, Ls = 70nH, and CF = 712.5pF. Inductor Q of 70 and
capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. Simulation files may be found in Appendix A
inverter can meet the output power requirement without this matching network.
The simulated waveforms in Figure 2.18 illustrate the operation of the inverter. When
the switch is off, the network looks like Figure 2.19. Upon turning off the switch, the
voltage at the drain of the device, VDS rises, the current in the resonant inductor LF
increases while capacitor CF in parallel to the switch is being charged. The voltage
at the drain continues to rise until the the current in CF becomes zero and then
goes negative ringing the drain voltage down. As the voltage of drain rings down
to zero from its peak value, the current in CF rings down to zero, at which point
the switching turns on, establishing ZVS characteristic. For the interval in which the
switch is on, CF is now replaced by a short circuit, with the initial conditions of all
passive components provided by the states at the end of the "off' interval. During
this interval, the current in resonant inductor LF continues to increase; energy flows
from the input voltage and is stored in LF. Similarly, the initial conditions of all
passive components when the switch turns off again is established by the end state
of the "on" interval and the cycle repeats.
Although writing out equations (one set for when the switch is on and another for
when the switch if off, with initial conditions of each cycle provided by previous end
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RLOAD
Figure 2.19: When the switch is open, the network is comprised entirely of
linear components, with initial conditions of all passive components set by the
end state of the previous cycle
states) is one solution to finding the exact component values for desired switching
characteristics, the number of unknowns and the degree of freedom suggests that such
a brute force approach may be not the wisest one. Numerical simulations provide a
much more feasible method to determine the exact component values that provide
zero-voltage, zero dv/dt switching behavior at a given operating range. While blindly
sweeping parameters, including component values, duty ratio and switching frequency
may eventually result in a working design, it may not arrive at an optimal one,
especially when several operating regimes may be possible. The approach described
in the following section is to first tackle the tuning procedure in the frequency domain
by examining and adjusting the impedance characteristic of the inverter. Afterwards,
minor modifications, which are based on a knowledge of the effect each component
has on the inverter behavior, are made to achieve the desired switching characteristic
and to account for any non-linear elements (such as device parasitic capacitance) from
time-domain simulations.
2.2.5.1 Inverter Tuning Procedure
Here we describe an impedance-based tuning strategy, similar to that employed in
[17, 6].
To better illustrate the tuning procedure behind the inverter operation, the inverter
topology is divided into two parts, as illustrated in Figure 2.20. One part consists
of the switch and the input resonant network comprising LF and CF. Looking back
from the interconnection of the two circuit parts, this portion of the circuit exhibits
impedance ZIN when the switch is off. The other part is the load network, consisting
of a matching network and the equivalent load resistance provided by the rectifier and
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RLOAD
Figure 2.20: Key impedances for tuning the inverter topology, ZDS, ZIN and ZL
representing an impedance ZL as seen from the interconnection of the two circuits.
The total impedance looking into the drain-source part of the device (with the switch-
ing off), ZDs, is given by a parallel combination of ZIN and ZL. By understanding
the characteristics of ZDS, which determines the inverter's switching behavior, the
inverter can be tuned to operate over a wide range.
Inverter tuning begins with deciding whether a matching network is necessary or not.
As described in Section 2.2.4, when the rectifier equivalent resistance is too high to
meet the output power requirement, a matching network which transforms the load
impedance to a lower value is required.
Figure 2.21 compares the time domain drain voltage waveforms along with the impedance
ZDS, ZIN and ZL for two inverter designs, one with a matching network and the other
one without. The matching network effectively lowers the impedance. When a match-
ing network is present, the drain voltage rings up to a higher peak voltage than it
would otherwise, which means, a higher RMS voltage can be achieved with such a
transformation stage. From the impedance plot of ZDS, shown in Figure 2.21(b), the
impedance at 20MHz is about the same for two cases and that at 40MHz is lower for
an inverter with a matching network. Since the power is transferred to the load at the
switching frequency and its harmonics, a lower impedance at the second harmonics
indicates that more power may be transferred at this frequency for an inverter with
such a matching network than it could otherwise (even if the same RMS voltage were
presented at drain-to-source node). For the reasons above, it then becomes apparent
how a matching network can help to increase the power delivered to the load than an
inverter alone.
If the inverter cannot deliver the required amount of power without a transformation
stage, the transformation ratio needed can be calculated from the procedure out-
lined in Section 2.2.4. If the interactions between ZL and ZIN could be ignored, the
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Inverter Drain Waveforms
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Figure 2.21: Drain voltages along with the impedance of the input network ZIN,
load network ZL, and the overall drain-to-source impedance ZDS for inverters
tuned with or without a matching network. For the same RLOAD = 17.14Q, an
inverter with a matching network can deliver 3.9W to the load whereas the
one without a matching network merely delivers 1.8W. The inverter tuned for
operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of
3000 is assumed. See appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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component values for the load network could be immediately determined from the
transformation ratio required and the switching frequency, using Equations 2.8 and
2.9. Unfortunately, the characteristics of ZDS, a parallel combination of ZL and ZIN,
ultimately shape the switching behavior of the inverter. Therefore, the component
values of ZL cannot be determined from the equations alone.
There are several ways the required transformation ratio can be achieved through
a given matching network topology. The resonance of Ls and Cs can be set to be
exactly at the switching frequency, slightly above or below, all of which are viable
and will lead to a working design (see design examples in Section 2.2.5.2). In some
applications, one tuning method may result in more achievable component values and
therefore, may be more favorable compared to the others.
The input resonant network, LF and CF largely shapes the frequency at which the
drain waveform rings up and down. For an inverter operating at a 50% duty ratio, one
possible starting point for LF, equation 2.10, is to tune the input resonant network
such that its resonant frequency is at twice the switching frequency, in this case,
40MHz. This tuning selection gis like that of the "second harmonic" class E inverter
in [15, 13]. The resulting drain-to-source switching waveform VDS achieves ZVS and
zero dv/dt, and the corresponding waveforms and drain-to-source impedance ZDS are
shown in Figure 2.22
1
Ls = (2.10)167r2SW CS
Having a resonant frequency significantly lower than this value will results in the
drain-to-source waveform ringing at a much slower speed, which corresponds to a
time-domain switching waveform VDS in Figure 2.24, assuming a 50% duty ratio.
From Figure 2.24, it is apparent that the period at which the drain waveform is
ringing is much longer than half of a switching cycle, and VDS will continue to ring
if the switch is not forced to be closed due to its duty ratio. On the other hand,
when the resonant frequency of LF and CF is much higher than twice the switching
frequency for a 50% duty ratio operation, VDS will ring up and down at a much
faster speed, resulting in a switching waveform in Figure 2.23. Clearly, neither of
the waveforms in Figure 2.23, 2.24 satisfy the low-loss ZVS and zero dv/dt switching
characteristics.
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Drain to Source Waveform Vds
time [us]
(a) Drain Voltage
Magnitude
0 10' 10'
Phase
Frequency [MHz]
(b) Input and Drain-to-source Impedance
Figure 2.22: When the resonant frequency of input network LF and CF is at
about twice the switching frequency (given a 50% duty ratio operation), the
drain waveform rings up and down exactly once during the period when the
switch is off, and the desired ZVS characteristic can be obtained. The inverter
tuned for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. LF = 21nH, CF = 712.5pF,
Cs = 720pF, and Ls = 70nH. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is
assumed. Simulation files and component values may be found in Appendix A
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2.2 A New Quasi-Resonant SEPIC Topology
Drain to Source Waveform Vds
time [us]
(a) Drain Voltage
Magnitude
Phase
Frequency [MHzl]
(b) Input and Drain-to-source Impedance
Figure 2.23: When the resonant frequency of input network LF and CF is sub-
stantially higher than twice the switching frequency (given a 50% duty ratio
operation), the drain waveform, instead of ringing up and down once during
the period the switch is off, will ring at a higher frequency. The inverter tuned
for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. LF = 10.8nH, CF = 366.45pF,
Cs = 720pF, and Ls = 70nH. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is
assumed. Simulation files and component values may be found in Appendix A
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A Quasi-Resonant SEPIC Converter
Drain to Source Waveform Vds
time [us]
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Figure 2.24: When the resonant frequency of input network LF and CF is sub-
stantially lower than twice the switching frequency (given a 50% duty ratio
operation), the drain waveform will rise slowly, will be abruptly forced (instead
of naturally ring down) to 0. The inverter tuned for operation at 20MHz with
an ideal switch. LF = 43.2nH, CF = 1465.8pF, Cs = 720pF, and Ls = 70nH. Induc-
tor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. Simulation files and component
values may be found in Appendix A
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Notice that the capacitor CF includes the parasitic capacitance of the semiconductor
switch and possibly an external capacitor CEx. In some applications where the
packaging inductance of the semiconductor switch is significant, allowing CF to be
solely provided by the device capacitance may be a good choice, because it prevents
waveform distortion caused by additional ringing between the external capacitance
and the package inductance. In other cases where the circulating current is significant,
it is a better choice to add additional high-Q ceramic capacitance in parallel with the
lossy device parasitic capacitance to reduce the circulating current loss. This requires
that the value of LF given by Equation 2.10 is not on the same order of magnitude
as the low-Q board parasitic inductances.
Once the initial component values of the input resonant network and the matching
network are determined from the procedure above, additional tuning can be done
based on time domain simulations to achieve VDs waveforms with desired switching
characteristics. In general, ZVS and zero dv/dt switching behaviors in the time do-
main corresponds to the following impedance characteristics in the frequency domain.
1. The input resonant network ZIN peaks at about twice the switching frequency
2. The frequency at which the matching network transforms the equivalent rectifier
input impedance is approximately at the switching frequency
3. ZIN and ZL must intersect each other somewhere around the switching frequency.
Otherwise the impedance to the matching network ZL is not low enough at the
switching frequency to load down the ZIN, and therefore, the matching network
does not have much of an impact on the ZDs (or VDS).
4. The net impedance ZDS has two peaks. The low frequency peak is at about the
switching frequency, and the high frequency peak occurs at about twice the switch-
ing frequency. This yields a drain-source waveform having mainly fundamental and
second-harmonic components.
5. The high frequency peak should be about 4-10dB higher than the low frequency
peak to obtain VDS waveform that completes one ringing cycle at 50% duty ra-
tio. Having a much more pronounced high-frequency peak corresponds to a VDS
waveform that rings much faster, Figure 2.23. Having a much more pronounced
low-frequency peak corresponds to a VDs waveform that rings much slower and is
forced to zero abruptly if a 50% duty ratio is to be achieved, Figure 2.22.
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6. The low frequency peak should be at least 1-2dB higher than the local minima.
When it is not, the first peak is hardly detectable and the total impedance is
dominated by the ZIN.
Notice that unlike the inverter described in [3, 27], having an inductive phase or not
at the switching frequency is not important for the inverter to achieve ZVS.
2.2.5.2 Other Tuning Considerations
After a favorable tuning point is found and a desired impedance characteristic is
known for a working inverter, the effects of varying input resonant network comprised
of LF and CF, and different matching network configurations have on the drain to
source impedance can be studied and compared.
Low Pass Matching Network:
As described in Section 2.2.4, a matching network can take on many forms. So far,
the discussion of a transformation stage has been made in the context of a high pass
matching network, Figure 2.14(b). If the impedance at one specific frequency is of
interest, a known high pass network, Figure 2.14(b) can be easily modified to a low
pass network, Figure 2.14(a) with Equations 2.8 and 2.9. In this case, the fact that
not only are we interested in the matching network impedance characteristics across a
wide frequency spectrum, but also in its interaction with the input resonant network
ZIN makes this slight modification not such a trivial matter.
This matching network configuration variation, along with its impact on the inverter
behaviors and the procedure required to re-tune the inverter is demonstrated in the
Figure 2.25, 2.26 and 2.27, starting with a tuned inverter utilizing a high-pass match-
ing network Figure 2.25.
The component values for a low pass matching network, Figure 2.14(b), with the same
transformation ratio at the resonant frequency, can be calculated via Equations 2.9
and 2.8. It is of no surprise that this minor adjustment changes the impedance
characteristic in the frequency domain and the switching behavior in the time domain
due to the nature of a matching network (in that a transformation ratio can only be
maintained at one frequency). The low pass network results in a lower impedance at
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Drain to Source Waveform Vds
(a) VDS for a tuned
matching network
inverter with a high pass
Magnitude
10u 10' 10'
Phase
100
Frequency [MHz]
(b) ZDS and ZL for a tuned inverter with a high pass matching net-
work
Figure 2.25: Time domain switching waveforms for a tuned inverter with a high
pass matching network, and its corresponding total drain-to-source impedance
ZDS and matching network impedance ZL. The inverter tuned for operation
at 20MHz with an ideal switch. LF = 21nH, CF = 712.5pF, Cs = 720pF, and
Ls = 70nH. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. See appendix A
for component values and simulation files.
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the switching frequency, 20MHz and the switching waveforms clearly do not exhibit
the desired ZVS and zero dv/dt switching behavior, Figure 2.26.
After increasing CF (while the other components and the duty ratio remain un-
changed), the impedance can be adjusted to display a similar characteristics as a
tuned inverter (with the second peak less pronounced, the magnitude of impedance
at 20MHz slightly higher, the phase at 20MHz slightly more inductive) and not sur-
prisingly, the inverter once again displays ZVS behavior in the time domain and
now operates at an even higher efficiency at approximately the same power level,
Figure 2.27.
However, there is one problem with the topology above, Figure 2.28. By changing a
high pass matching network to a low pass one without additional components, the
inverter applies the dc input voltage to the load resistor, when combined with the
rectifier topology described in Section 2.2.3 results in a converter that can only boost
the input voltage instead of providing up-and-down voltage conversion. It is therefore
essential to add an additional blocking capacitor in series with Ls to prevent any dc
current (and dc power) from flowing in that branch, Figure 2.28. Notice that the
rectifier topology described in Section 2.2.3 can no longer by employed due to the
lack of a rectifier dc path. Instead, an alternative rectifier topology, illustrated in
Figure 2.29 can be utilized to achieve the same load impedance. However, after an
additional blocking capacitor is added to the matching network, the inverter can no
longer provide the required output power. The maximum output power the inverter
can provide is now only 2.8W at an efficiency of 87.2% (See appendix A for component
values and simulation file).
While it is possible to re-tune the inverter topology shown in Figure 2.28 by adjust-
ing Ls in parallel with the duty ratio to meet the output power requirement (See
appendix A for component values and simulation file). This cannot be achieved with-
out an unacceptable efficiency penalty or small duty ratios that impose challenges
on gate drive design and/or incur significant gating loss, which will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
The difficulty in designing an inverter operating at good efficiency and reasonable
duty ratio suggests that a low pass matching network is not suitable to provide
impedance transformation for this operation range and topology. The reason that
a high pass matching network is able to provide the transformation ratio required
while maintaining a good efficiency is partly due to its ability to transfer part of
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Drain to Source Waveform Vds
time [us]
65
(a) VDS for an inverter with a low-pass matching
network with the same transformation ratio
Magnitude
-10
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10, 10' 10,
Frequency [MHz]
(b) ZDS and ZL for an inverter with a low-pass matching network
with the same transformation ratio
Figure 2.26: Time domain switching waveforms for an inverter with a low pass
matching network, and its corresponding total drain-to-source impedance ZDS
and matching network impedance ZL. The low pass matching network trans-
forms a large load resistance to the a lower value, while maintaining the same
transformation ratio at the same transformation frequency as the high pass
network. The inverter tuned for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch.
LF = 21nH, CF = 712.5pF, Cs = 481pF, and Ls = 46.8nH. Inductor Q of 70 and
capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. See appendix A for component values and
simulation files.
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(a) VDS for an inverter re-tuned
matching network
with a low pass
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(b) ZDS and ZL for an retuned inverter with a low pass matching
network
Figure 2.27: Time domain switching waveforms for an re-tuned inverter with a
low pass matching network. This tuned inverter is obtained from increasing CF
from the previous un-tuned inverter figure 2.26. The inverter is designed for
operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. LF = 21nH, CF = 1275pF, Cs = 481pF,
and Ls = 46.8nH. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. See
appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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RLOAD
Figure 2.28: Changing from a high pass matching network, figure 2.14(b) to a
low pass one without adding additional component results in a boost converter
which can only provide up voltage conversion.
VOUT
Figure 2.29: An alternative rectifier topology suitable to be employed with an
inverter topology with a low-pass matching network with a blocking capacitor,
Figure 2.30
the power to the load via high frequency harmonics, a characteristic that a low pass
matching network cannot offer.
ZIN and its effect on ZDS:
The impedance of the input resonant tank is simply the parallel combination of the
impedance of LF and CF. As described in Section 2.2.5.2, the resonant frequency
of this network determines the speed at which the drain waveform rings. For a
given output tank, the input resonant network, together with the inverter's duty
ratio, shapes VDS and decides whether ZVS characteristics can be achieved or not.
The key characteristics of this resonant network are its resonant frequency, given by
fc -= and its impedance at this frequency, given by Zo = F-
Figure 2.31 and 2.32 demonstrates changes in the resonant frequency and the peak
impedance have on the total impedance looking into the drain-source port of the
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RLOAD
Figure 2.30: Adding a dc blocking capacitor to figure 2.28 will result in a new
inverter configuration that provides up-and-down voltage conversion.
switch ZDS and their corresponding time domain waveforms.
Starting with a tuned inverter with LF = 21nH and CF = 712.5pF, of which fe =
41.145MHz and zo = 5.42Q, the center frequency and the characteristic impedance
are varied independently and their impacts on the inverter are examined.
Figure 2.31 demonstrates the cases where the characteristic impedance remains the
same while the center frequency is adjusted. When the center frequency of the reso-
nant network is significantly lowered from twice the switching frequency (40MHz) to
be close to the switching frequency (20MHz), the low-frequency peak in ZDS becomes
more pronounced while the high-frequency peak in ZDS now becomes lower than the
low-frequency peak. The dominant low-frequency peak suggests that the resonant
network will now ring at a slower speed, which is verified by corresponding time do-
main waveform. Similarly, when the center frequency is significantly increased to a
frequency higher than twice the switching frequency, say 80MHz, the high frequency
peak is now moved to even a higher frequency. The low-frequency peak becomes un-
recognizable, because the low frequency impedance of ZDS is now dominated by the
impedance of LF and the impedance of the matching network at this frequency range
is too high to load down the ZIN to result in a low-frequency peak, Figure 2.31(c).
VDS now rings at a higher frequency due to its high-frequency peak and results in the
solid switching waveform of Figure 2.31(a).
Varying the characteristic impedance (while leaving the center frequency at 41.145MHz)
does not change the speed at which the VDs rings up and down, instead it changes
the magnitude of low frequency peak and the total stored energy in the system. Its
impacts on the VDS and ZDs are illustrated in Figure 2.32.
ZL and its effect on ZDS:
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(a) VDS waveforms as Fc of ZIN is swept (b) ZIN as F C of ZIN is swept
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Frequency [MHz]
(c) ZDS as Fc of ZIN is swept
Figure 2.31: As the resonance frequency of LF and CF is swept, the magnitude
ratios between the high frequency and low frequency peak of ZDS change. The
dominant magnitude peak of ZDS determines the frequency at which VDS rings
up and down. The inverter is designed for operation at 20MHz with an ideal
switch. The component values Cs and Ls for the matching network are kept
the same at Cs = 720pF and Ls = 70nH, while LF varies from 10.8nH to 43.2nH
and CF varies from 366.45pF to 1465.8pF. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of
3000 is assumed. See appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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(c) ZDS as Z c of ZIN is swept
Figure 2.32: As the characteristic impedance of LF and CF is swept, the magni-
tude of the low frequency peak of ZDS changes while the high frequency peak
stays at approximately the same magnitude and frequency. The characteris-
tic impedance changes the total energy stored in the network. The inverter
is designed for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. The component val-
ues Cs and Ls for the matching network are kept the same at Cs = 720pF and
Ls = 70nH, while LF varies from 10.5nH to 31.5nH and CF varies from 1425pF
to 450pF. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. See appendix A
for component values and simulation files.
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The key characteristics of the high-pass matching network topology for tuning this
inverter is its transformation ratio and the frequency at which the transformation
ratio is attained. For a given input resonant tank, the transformation ratio along
with that frequency determines whether the inverter is operating into a capacitive or
inductive load and the maximum amount of power that can be transferred.
Starting with a tuned matching network with Ls = 70nH and Cs = 720pF, of which
the transformation ratio is 5.672 and the transformation frequency is 27.4MHz, the
changes in total drain impedance ZDS and switching waveforms VDS due to various
transformation ratios and transformation frequencies are studied via Figure 2.33, 2.34.
In either case, whether it is varying the transformation ratio while maintaining the
transformation frequency or vice versa, changes in the two matching network key
characteristics results in the changes in relative magnitude of the low-frequency peak
and the high-frequency peak (in certain cases, the low-frequency peak is not unrecog-
nizable) while the frequencies at which the high-frequency peak occurs stay relatively
constant, Figure 2.34(c). Comparing Figure 2.32, Figure 2.33 and Figure 2.34, it
becomes apparent that changing the transformation ratio and frequency indepen-
dently of each other results in similar changes in ZDS as varying the characteristics
impedance of the input resonant network, ZIN described in the previous section. Not
surprisingly, changes seen in the switching waveform VDS due to various transfor-
mation ratios and frequencies are also similar to that of changing the characteristic
impedance of ZIN.
Adjusting Output Power:
The discussion of the previous two sections indicate that changing the transformation
ratio (or the frequency at which the transformation occurs) of the matching network
has a similar impact on ZDS and VDS as varying the characteristic impedance of the
ZIN (while leaving the center frequency intact). Furthermore, the maximum output
power level is closely tied to the transformation ratio of the matching network. These
two characteristics of this inverter topology suggest a simple approach if output power
is to be adjusted.
If a favorable operating tuning point is found and the output were to be increased
slightly, it can be done by first increasing the matching network transformation ratio
without changing the frequency at which the transformation occurs, at which point
the ZVS characteristics clearly do not exist. However, the non-ZVS drain waveforms
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Figure 2.33: As the matching network input resistance is increased (the trans-
formation ratio decreased), the magnitude of the low frequency peak of ZDS
decreases and moves to a higher frequency, the local minima becomes less ap-
parent, and the high frequency peak increases and moves to a lower frequency.
The switching waveforms no longer maintains ZVS and zero dv/dt. The inverter
is designed for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. The component val-
ues LF and CF for the input network are kept the same at CF = 712.5pF and
LF = 21nH, while Ls varies from 10.5nH to 117.79nH and Cs varies from 891pF
to 687pF. Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. See appendix A
for component values and simulation files.
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Figure 2.34: As the matching network transformation frequency is increased,
the changes to ZDS and VDS are similar to that of figure 2.33. The inverter is
designed for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch. The component values LF
and CF for the input network are kept the same at CF = 712.5pF and LF = 21nH,
while Ls varies from 47.95nH to 191.8nH and Cs varies from 1051pF to 262pF.
Inductor Q of 70 and capacitor Q of 3000 is assumed. See appendix A for
component values and simulation files.
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can then be counter-acted by lowering the characteristic impedance of the input
resonant network without varying its center frequency by adjusting CF in parallel
with LF. If the output power is to be decreased, it can be achieved by decreasing
the transformation ratio of the load network and then increasing the characteristic
impedance of the input resonant network. Waveforms of inverters of different power
levels achieved via this method are shown in Figure 2.35, along with its performance.
Adjusting transformation ratios and then readjusting the characteristic impedance
of the input resonant tank is not the only way to readjust the output power level.
Since adjusting the frequency at which a specific transformation ratio occurs can
achieve similar impacts on ZDS and VDS, the output power level can also be in-
creased/decreased by increasing/decreasing the transformation frequency (indepen-
dently from varying the transformation ratio) and increasing/decreasing the charac-
teristics impedance of ZIN, Figure 2.36.
LF and its impacts on startup:
One significant difference between this inverter topology and a conventional class-
E lies in the input inductor LF. In this topology, LF is a small-valued inductor
(tens of nano-henries at 20MHz operating frequency and several watts and volts)
which resonates with CF whereas the input inductor in a Class-E topology is a choke
inductor whose value will be around hundreds of nano-henries for a similar design
point. Increasing LF directly degrades the transient response speed, Figure 2.37. The
intended control strategy, Chapter 5, relies fast transient performance to minimize
losses associated with modulation. Given a modulation frequency, the more time a
converter cell operates at steady state (less time at starting up and turning off), the
closer the closed-loop efficiency is to open-loop efficiency. The small valued resonant
inductor LF significantly improves the transient performance (compared to that of
a Class-E) and makes this inverter topology compatible with the intended control
scheme.
2.2.6 Summary
The number of components in this topology, Figure 2.17, along with duty ratio and
operating frequency offers a great degree of freedom in designing a converter and an
abundant array of design tradeoffs. Furthermore, under different operating conditions
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Figure 2.35: Once an operating point is established, power may be adjusted
by changing the transformation ratio of the matching network in parallel with
changing the characteristic impedance of the input resonant network, ZIN. By
shifting the overall drain impedance ZDS up and down, different output power
levels may be achieved. The inverter is designed for operation at 20MHz with
an ideal switch. The values of Cs vary from 891pF to 687pF, those of Ls vary
from 17.5nH to 117nH, those of LF--vy--from 10.5nH to 31nH, and those of
CF vary from 1425pF to 450pF for different power levels. See appendix A for
component values and simulation files.
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Figure 2.36: In addition to changing the transformation ratio of the matching
network along with the characteristic impedance of the input resonant network,
ZIN, changing the transformation frequency of the matching network in parallel
with the characteristic impedance can also lead to designs operating at different
power levels. The inverter is designed for operation at 20MHz with an ideal
switch. The values of Cs vary from 1051pF to 525pF, those of Ls vary from
15nH to 96nH, those of LF vary frnIr 2 15nH to 31nH, and those of CF vary
from 997pF to 450pF for different power levels. See appendix A for component
values and simulation files.
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Figure 2.37: Larger LF deteriorates the startup transient performance and slows
down the settling time. Small valued LF are preferred with the intended control
strategy. The inverter is designed for operation at 20MHz with an ideal switch.
When LF = 21nH, CF = 712.5pF, Cs = 720pF and Ls = 70nH. When LF = 70nH,
CF = 205pF, Cs = 130pF and Ls = 140nH. Simulation files and component values
may be found in Appendix A
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(such as input voltage, output voltage and output power), the tradeoffs can be entirely
different. It is difficult to reach a set-stone design procedure which will lead to a most
efficient design. With that being said, blindly sweeping different parameters and
component values until a working design however, is no means the only (or the most
efficient) way to reach a converter design. From the discussions above, there are some
basic procedures that will lead to a working design.
1. Obtain equivalent rectifier input impedance following the rectifier tuning procedure
outlined in Section 2.2.3.2
2. Assume the drain voltage may be modeled as a triangle wave of amplitude 82VIN
3. Determine the minimum resistance RMIN needed to deliver the output power
with the RMS voltage at the drain and the required output power level with
RLOAD,MIN = VRMS/POUT.
4. Determine whether a transformation stage is necessary. If so, calculate the trans-
formation ratio required.
5. Select a frequency at which the transformation ratio is to be obtained (it can be
slightly higher, lower or at the switching frequency). Based on the transformation
ratio and this frequency, calculate the component values required for Ls and Cs
from Equations 2.8 and 2.9.
6. A good starting point for LF is to calculate its value based on Equation 2.10,
assuming CF is entirely provided by a given semiconductor switch.
7. If this initial LF is not so small that it is on the same order of board and packaging
parasitic inductances, it is usually desirable to add external high-Q capacitance in
parallel with the switch to reduce circulating losses. A new LF is obtained based
on the amount of CEX added, maintaining the product of LF and CF
8. Minor adjustments of the component values may be necessary to find optimum
efficiency, transient performance or other design metrics.
9. Output power may be readjusted by varying the transformation ratio (or the
transformation frequency) of the matching network along with the characteristic
impedance of the input resonant network.
10. Adjust the characteristic impedance of the network for efficiency and component
size
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11. Iterate as necessary
2.3 The Power Stage
Having discussed the tuning procedures for each of the three major components of a
resonant SEPIC converter, shown in Figure 2.5, it remains to connect all these com-
ponents together to arrive at a dc-dc converter design. Since a matching network is
incorporated into the discussion of inverter design in Section 2.2.5, the interconnec-
tion can simply done via substituting the resistive load, RLOAD, with a tuned rectifier
described in Section 2.2.3.
The previous discussions were mostly made in the context of ideal semiconductor de-
vices (namely MOSFET and diode) so that a thorough study could be done on each
of three major components of a converter without introducing additional complex-
ity. A practical converter implementation requires a careful examination of device
characteristics as they may tremendously impact the achievable impedance and the
performance of a otherwise well-designed converter.
2.3.1 Device Selection Considerations
Figure 2.38, adopted from [3], is an accurate representation of a real switching device,
MOSFET, including its parasitic elements. Due to major loss mechanisms associated
with each parasitic element, they are important to the operation of HF resonant
converters [3, 18, 171, such as the one being pursued in this thesis. CIss and RG
are both key parameters in determining power dissipation at the gate as is, apparent
from Equation 2.4. Even with a low-loss resonant gate drive method (to be discussed
in Chapter 4), good overall efficiencies will be impossible to achieve with a MOSFET
with too large of a gate resistance and/or gate capacitance, especially in the case of a
low-power converter application [25]. The displacement current loss associated with
Coss and Ross can be another major loss mechanism in a HF resonant converter. In
addition, larger on-state resistance RDS-ON directly translates to larger conduction
loss, a device characteristic that can substantially deteriorate the performance of a
converter.
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DB
Figure 2.38: The MOSFET parasitic elements important to D2 converter opera-
tion must be accounted for at design time.
In addition to their direct ties with major loss mechanisms in a HF resonant con-
verter, device parasitic elements can also affect a converter performance in numerous
other ways [3]. When CF is entirely comprised of the output device parasitic capac-
itance, the minimum characteristic impedance is reached and the value of LF could
be determined if they are to be at resonance at twice the switching frequency as
described by the tuning procedure in Section 2.2.5.2. When CF is not comprised of
Coss alone, device parasitic inductances Ls and LD may deteriorate the converter ef-
ficiency by resonating with the external capacitor and resulting in undesirable ringing
behaviors, shown in Figure 2.39. RDS-ON with respect to VGS is also an important
parameter that determine how large the gate voltage amplitude is required to fully
enhance the device, which directly impacts the gating loss. The feedback from drain
to gate caused by capacitance CGD may help attain a required gate voltage amplitude
(to fully enhance a device given a duty ratio and a dc offset gate voltage) when the
drain to gate transfer function has a phase close to 1800. However, CGD may also
contribute to additional gating loss by increasing effective reverse capacitance via the
Miller effect.
The impacts that device characteristics have on a converter performance are studied
via three 30V commercial MOSFETs: Vishay-Siliconix vertical MOSFET S14346DY,
Greatwall LDMOSFET GWS12N30 and Sync Power vertical device SPN1443; key
device parameters are listed in Table 2.3.1. The S14346DY offers a good tradeoff
between losses due to parasitic capacitance and channel resistance. This device would
have been a suitable candidate for a practical implementation, except that it comes
in a relatively large package SO - 8 with a packaging inductance of nearly 2nH.
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Drain Voltage with Excessive Packaging Inductance
time [us]
Figure 2.39: Drain voltage waveform when excessive device packaging inductance
is present.
This package inductance resonates with the external capacitor, and significantly de-
teriorates the waveforms and performance, and offsets the advantages the otherwise
excellent device characteristics bring. On the other hand, the GWS12N30 comes in a
Ball Grid Array (BGA) package that minimizes the package inductance, Figure 2.40.
However, the extremely low on-state resistance and the relatively large device para-
sitic capacitance does not offer a good loss tradeoff for a converter targeting at the
specifications listed in Table 1.1. A 12W converter utilizing the topology shown in
Figure 2.5 would be an appropriate application for such a device. The SPN1443 is
a vertical device in a SOT - 23 package based on which a full dc-dc converter will
Figure 2.40:
packaging.
strategy for
BGA devices can minimize parasitic inductances associated with
Figure adopted from GWS12N30 datasheet. The package layout
this device is described in [36]
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Values of MOSFETs' Parasitic Elements
RDS-ON RG CISS COSS CRSS
SI14346DY 32m 0.5 1049pF 273pF 124pF
GWS12N30 5m 0.388 2600pF 1250pF 200pF
SPN1443 75m 1.17 593pF 83pF 43pF
Table 2.1: Values of key device characteristic parameters for different 30V com-
mercial MOSFETs. Note that the values of GWS12N30 are taken directly off
the datasheet whereas the parameter values for the other two devices were
measured experimentally on Agilent 4195A.
be designed and implemented. The device has relatively low parasitic capacitance,
reasonable channel resistance and gate resistance, as Table 2.3.1 indicates.
Parasitic elements in diodes are equally important. Circulating current loss associ-
ated with junction capacitance, undesired ringing and waveform distortions caused
by package inductance, conduction loss associated with forward voltage drop are
just a few examples illustrating the importance of finding a suitable device. The
DFLS230L is a Schottky diode (which can avoid occurring reverse recovery losses
associated with minority carrier devices like conventional P-N junction diode) with a
low forward drop (0.3V), low parasitic capacitance and small packaging inductance.
These characteristics makes the device a desirable candidate with which the resonant
rectifier design will be implemented.
The procedures for extracting parasitic components for these two types of semicon-
ductor devices are well-described in [17, 3, 18], and thus are not repeated here. The
vales of parasitic components are summarized in Table 2.3.1.
2.3.2 Converter Design
With the tuning procedures discussed in Section 2.2.2 for each of the three subsystems
of the resonant SEPIC converter along with the two suitable semiconductor devices
(SPN1443 and DFLS230L), a practical implementation of a 20MHz dc-dc converter
can now be designed.
The design starts with tuning the resonant rectifier following the procedure described
in Section 2.2.3. With a diode model including all parasitic components of the
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Figure 2.41: Waveforms for a tuned rectifier with Schottky diode DFLS230L,
LREC = 121nH, CREC = 153pF. Simulation files may be found in Appendix A
DFLS230L, the rectifier, Figure 2.8(a), is tuned (by adjusting LREC and CREC to
appear resistive at the fundamental when the driving current source is 0.7A at an
output voltage of 7V to provide an output power of about 3W. Figure 2.41 shows the
rectifier waveforms and the fundamental voltage and current, from which the rectifier
equivalent resistance, VF/IF can be extracted.
The equivalent rectifier resistance, RLOAD = 18.63 can now be used to tune the
inverter along with the matching network, shown in Figure 2.5. LF and CF including
the device parasitic capacitance and any additional external capacitor is tuned to
resonate at about twice the switching frequency if a duty cycle of 50% is to be
obtained (if a duty ratio other than 50% is to be achieved, the resonant frequency can
be adjusted accordingly). As the attainable Q of external capacitance is much higher
than the device parasitic capacitance and the achievable inductor Q of inductor, it is
desirable to tradeoff a large inductor with a large external capacitor in order to achieve
better efficiency (in addition to better transient performance). However, the value of
LF can not be on the same order of magnitude as the board parasitics and device
packaging inductance. Otherwise, the performance will be severely deteriorated by
these lossy parasitic elements. In this case, LF = 31nH and CEX = 520pF provides
a good tradeoff. The transformation ratio that the matching network is required to
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achieve is given by RLOAD/RMIN where RMIN is the minimum resistance for the input
voltage to deliver the required output power (which can be calculated by following the
procedure outlined in Section 2.2.4). With the required transformation ratio along
with the switching frequency, the component values of the matching network can be
obtained: CB = 1000pF and Ls = 105nH.
When the inverter and rectifier are connected, the drain waveforms and the output
power level may be slightly different from what the inverter provides due to the non-
linear interaction between the inverter/matching network with the rectifier; and minor
additional tuning may be required to achieve ZVS and the required power level. If the
converter is no longer displaying ZVS characteristic, minor adjustments to component
values, by changing the center frequency of CF and LF or Ls and Cs following the
same procedure outlined for achieving ZVS in tuning an inverter in Section 2.2.5.1,
will lead to soft-switching drain voltage waveforms. If the power level of the con-
verter is lower than required, the impedance of all components may be lowered until
the output power is as desired. On the other hand, the impedance of all components
may be increased by the same factor to maintain the overall switching behaviors if
the output power is higher than desired. In this case, connecting the rectifier directly
with the inverter/matching network subsystem resulted in a converter with a similar
drain waveform as Figure 2.31(a)(slightly off from ZVS). Therefore, CF and LF are
adjusted in parallel until the desired soft-switching characteristic is achieved. Addi-
tional tuning is also needed to adjust the output power level as the converter delivers
more power (6.4W) than required. Consequently, the impedance of all components
are increased until the appropriate output power level is attained. While the minor
additional tuning may take a few iterations to achieve the desired output power level
and switching characteristics, it can be done very quickly. Figure 2.42 shows the final
converter simulation waveforms. The component values for a tuned rectifier (with
the rectifier fundamental voltage and current in phase), a tuned inverter (achieving
ZVS and zero dv/dt, and meeting the output power requirement with the equivalent
resistance of a tuned rectifier), and a tuned converter (after component values are
adjusted to provide the desired output power level and soft-switching behaviors) are
listed in Table 2.3.2. As Figure 2.42 indicates, the drain and rectifier waveforms are
not identical for those of a converter as that of an inverter or a rectifier due to the
non-linear interaction between the two subsystems. The experimental results for such
a converter implementation will be presented in Chapter 6.
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Inverter vs. Converter Drain Waveforms
time [us]
(a) Drain Waveforms
Fundamental Rectifier Voltage and Current
8.5 8.52 8.54 8.56 8.58 8.6
time [us]
(b) Rectifier Waveforms
Figure 2.42: Waveforms of drain and rectifier waveforms of a full dc-dc converter
with the drain waveform of an inverter and the waveform of a standalone recti-
fier, using the component values listed in Table 2.3.2. The changes in waveforms
are mainly to the non-linear interaction between the inverter and the rectifier.
See appendix A for component values and simulation files.
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Component Inverter Rectifier Final dc-dc Converter
LF 31.05nH n/a 24nH
CF 520pF n/a 780pF
Ls 105nH n/a 70nH
Cs 1000pF n/a 1250pF
LREC n/a 121nH 125nH
CREC n/a 100pF 150pF
fsW 20MHz 20MHz 20MHz
Table 2.2: The components of the dc-dc converter example are listed in this
table. More detailed information including the full spice models and values of
parasitic inductances may be found in appendix A
2.4 Comparison with other Resonant Topologies
The quasi-resonant SEPIC topology is by no means the only HF resonant topology
which can provide efficient operation across wide operating ranges. There are other
resonant inverter designs such as 02 inverter [6, 7, 24, 17, 3], when connected with
similar resonant rectifier designs, have proven their salient performance in the VHF
regime. Before selecting the quasi-resonant SEPIC topology as the final candidate
based on which an practical implementation is built, a comparison study exploring
the advantage and disadvantages of this topology with three other potential resonant
converter designs will provide further insights of design tradeoffs in resonant power
conversion in the HF and VHF regime.
Figure 2.43 illustrates several other topologies whose performance is compared with
that of the quasi-resonant SEPIC converter studied in this chapter.
The comparison discussion is conducted via comparing the performance across the
entire input voltage range (3.6V to 7.2V) at the nominal output voltage 7V with an
output power of 3.9W at VIN = 3.6V and VOUT = 7V.
The drain voltage waveforms are displayed in Figure 2.44(a). It is apparently that
voltage stress from 42 converter topologies in Figure 2.43(a) and 2.43(c) is much
lower, as [6, 7, 24, 17, 3) predict. However, it is difficult to take advantage of the
device voltage reduction given available semiconductor devices. Using the same de-
vice in the 42 designs as in the topology studied here does not result in a favorable
efficiency improvement, as shown in Figure 2.44(b). As efficiencies of the topology
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VOUT
(a) Alternative Topology 1
VOUT
(b) Alternative Topology 2
) VouT
(c) Alternative Topology 3
Figure 2.43: Other resonant topologies on which a comparison study is con-
ducted. Figure 2.43(a) utilizes a similar matching network and rectifier topology
with a 02 inverter. Figure 2.43(b) utilizes a similar inverter topology with an
alternative matching network and rectifier configuration. Figure 2.43(c) utilizes
a ¢2 inverter with an alternative matching network and rectifier configuration.
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studied in this thesis are much higher than the other three resonant topologies, the
quasi-resonant SEPIC topology is a much more suitable candidate for implementing a
converter with the required input/output voltages and output power level. The tran-
sient performance of all four topologies are similar, Figure 2.44(c), due to utilization
of small-valued inductors in all topologies. Simulation files and component values for
all topologies may be found in Appendix A.
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Efficiency vs Input Voltages at Nominal Output Voltage
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(c) Transient Performance
Figure 2.44: Drain Voltages, efficiencies and transient performance comparison
of all four topologies. Topologies of Figure 2.43(a) and 2.43(a) achieves lower
device stress, while the topology being pursued in this thesis, Figure 2.5, is
well-suited to achieve high efficiencies in the required operating regime. The
transient performance of all topologies are similar.
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Chapter 3
Inductor Design
A MONG the major loss mechanisms associated with switch mode power supplies
(SMPS), including device conduction loss, switching loss, gating loss and induc-
tor loss, the latter two are areas yet to be addressed. The discussions made so far have
been more focused on the tuning procedure of achieving certain desirable impedance
characteristics in the frequency domain with the SEPIC topology in order to achieve
zero-voltage-switching waveforms in the time domain. While this technique mitigates
switching losses associated with voltage-current overlap loss and reverse recovery loss
via soft switching, the benefits of utilizing such a resonant topology at HF can easily
be offset by substantial magnetics loss and gating loss (to be address in Chapter 4), re-
sulting in unsatisfactory overall efficiency. This chapter will discuss the opportunities
and challenges in inductor designs via a comparison study of commercial off-the-shelf
air-core inductors, custom designed air-core inductors, and planar spiral inductors.
3.1 Air Core Inductors
Core losses associated with inductor constructed with conventional magnetic mate-
rials have a frequency dependent loss proportional to fk where k is typically a con-
stant between 1 and 3 [1]. The significant amount of loss associated with employing
cored inductor at HF and VHF regime is yet another reason that most conventional
switch-mode converters operate well below 10MHz. However, with the operating
frequency regime, the application being pursued in this thesis is designed at (20MHz
to 30MHz), air-core inductors can be employed, eliminating frequency dependent
core losses.
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3.1.1 Commercial Air Core Inductors
With the inductors listed under the converter implementation component values,
Table 2.3.2, commercial off-the-shelf coreless inductors such as the midi-spring and
mini-spring designs offered by Coilcraft are attractive options. At 20MHz, the mea-
sured Qs for a 22nH Coilcraft inductor (B07T) is about 67; that for a 43nH inductor
(BO1T) is about 73. While Qs for similar component values of larger packaged induc-
tors are slightly higher (with Qs now ranging from 73 to 76), the additional volume
increases the converter size and detriments the overall power density, and therefore
is deemed unsuitable as miniaturization is a one major design concern.
3.1.2 Air-cored Solenoid Inductors
Single-layer solenoid inductor can be designed via an iterative techniques to achieve
accurate inductors with good Qs [37]. Using a air-core analysis program utilizing
the technique above, a solenoid inductor can be designed given a inner diameter size
and the desired inductance. Figure 3.1 illustrates the design tradeoffs in custom
designed air-cored solenoid inductors for the application considered here. Generally,
the observed tradeoffs are as follows: Given an inductor value and a wire diameter,
the achievable Q typically gets better as the allowable inside diameter as gets larger.
In addition, smaller number of turns typically results in higher Qs for a given inductor
value and wire diameter. Also, the maximum achievable Q for a given inductor value
tends to go up as the wire diameter increases.
3.1.3 Multi-layer Air-Cored Toroidal Inductors
With the techniques introduced in [38] for design of multi-layer air-cored toroidal
inductors, a significant size improvement may be achieved compared to off-the-shelf
air-core inductors. In [38], inductance for a single layer toroid with circular winding
section can be obtained via the following equations, where W is the total length of
wire required, N is the number of turns of required, and d is the wire diameter:
L = 0.2722k1
.5 + 0.25k (3.1)
Lo
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Inductor 0 vs. Inner Diameter inductor(43nH) O vs. Number of Turns
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(a) Inductor Q as the wire size changes (b) Inductor Q as the number of turns changes
Inductor 0 vs. Wire Diameter
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(c) Maximum attainable Inductor Q as the wire
size changes
Figure 3.1: These plots illustrate design tradeoffs for air-core solenoids designed
at 20MHz using the methods of [37]. All simulated values for Qs are obtained
at 20MHz. Copper wire with a resistivity of 1.72-8fm is used in all cases. In
3.1(a), a 24 AWG gauge wire is employed. Given an inductor value and a wire
diameter, the achievable Q tends to get better as the allowable inside diameter
as gets larger. Smaller numbers of turns typically results in higher Qs for a
given inductor value and wire diameter. Also, the maximum achievable Q for a
given inductor value typically goes up as the wire diameter increases.
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N = 0.8165k1 /2  (3.2)
L uod
Lo = (3.3)27r
k = W/d (3.4)
For an inductor of 22nH using 24 gauge wire, 8 turns with a 41mm long wire is needed
to achieve such an inductor. Such an inductor is certainly not trivial to construct,
especially when uniformity is desired to achieve an optimum design. The situation is
further exacerbated in a multi-layer design, when even more turns are required to be
packed into a smaller volume.
3.2 Planar Spiral Inductor Design
Limitations with planar magnetic structures such as limited power handling capability
and the reality of magnetic scaling laws [39] have prevented them from being widely
utilized in many magnetic applications. However, planar inductors offer the advantage
of integration, small size and reproducibility, all of which are extremely desirable
for achieving a small-sized converter with miniaturization and integration potential.
While planar spiral inductor designs are difficult to achieve for bulky choke inductors
within a small allowable area without introducing magnetic substrate, the small-
valued resonant inductors in the ranges of 20nH to 40nH needed in this converter
implementation provide a good application for planar spiral inductor designs.
3.2.1 Hand Calculations
The following is a list of design rules developed to optimize planar spiral inductor Qs
[39].
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Symbol Description
a Mean radius of circular coil (m)
c Radial thickness of coil
N Number of turns
Ro Outer radius (m)
Table 3.1: Table of Symbols for Inductors
1. The maximum inductance is achieved with a square geometry, for a given outer
diameter. However, attainable Qs for a square planar spiral is lower (on the order
of 10%) than its circular spiral counterpart [40].
2. The resistance of a spiral inductor may be minimized by tapering the widths of
the turns [41].
3. For a given area, having as wide a conductor path as possible helps to achieve
highest Q. Therefore, conductor-to-conductor spacing should be much less than
the conductor width [39].
4. Using conductor thickness of 1-3 skin depths is necessary in order to attain high-
Q inductors. At 20MHz, 1-3 skin depths is about 0.0005-0.0015" which makes 2
ounce copper traces with 0.001" width sufficient [42]
5. When the inner coil diameter is one-fifth of the outer coil diameter for circular
spiral coils, maximum Q can be achieved for this configuration [43]
Based on the previous design rules, circular spiral structure is selected as the pri-
mary structure based on which planar inductors will be designed, due to the better
attainable Qs.
Numerous equations are available to calculate the inductance of a circular spiral coil.
Parameters for the following equations are listed in Table 3.2.1 and illustrated in
Figure 3.2.
Equation 3.5 offers a quick means to hand calculate the inductance associated with
spiral inductor where L is in henries, n is the number of turns, and r is the radius
of the spiral in meters. This equation does not take the effects of how the shape
(whether it's square, hexagonal, or circular) may affect the inductance, and thus only
provides a crude zeroth-order estimate (within 30% of the correct value) [44].
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a - mean coil radius
I I
Ro - outer radius
c - radial thickness
Figure 3.2: Parameters used in spiral inductor hand calculations
L = poN2r (3.5)
Using the Grover method [45],
L = O.1aN 2 P (3.6)
where L is in PH, a is the mean radius in meters and P is a function of radial thickness
of c/2a where c is the radial thickness of coil. Figure 3.3 shows the corresponding P
for a given c/2a.
In [46], where Ro is the outer radius of a coil in meters and L is in pH, the inductance
for a circular planar spiral inductor can be obtained from
L = 0. 17481oirRoN 2 (3.7)
When windings are used over the entire area (47], the inductance can be calculated
via
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3.2 Planar Spiral Inductor Design
Values of P, Grover table 26
c/2a
Figure 3.3: Function P, from Grover, Table 26, pp.113
a
2
L = 0.0349N 2
8a + 11c (3.8)
In designing circular spiral inductors for inductors appropriate for this application
(with values in the range of 20nH to 40nH), the number of turns implemented is
obtained by averaging calculated N from all of the equations above and rounding
off to the nearest turn. The AC resistance of the coil is calculated by Equation 3.9
(where a is the mean coil radius, N is the number of turns, and W is the trace width)
along with the low frequency resistance RDC of the coil found via the dimensions of
the copper trace required. The Q of a circular spiral inductor can then be obtained
from Q = 2 7lfL/Rac, where
2Na7
Rac UW
oSW
(3.9)
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800 mils
Figure 3.4: Spiral Inductor Implementation
Spiral Inductor Value Measured Q at 30MHz
3nH 37
27nH 43
49nH 51
72nH 80
Table 3.2: Planar spiral inductors and their Q at 30MHz
3.2.2 Spiral Inductor Implementation
With CAD tools such as EAGLE along with simulations tools such as FastHenry,
a spiral inductors (given a trace width, number of turns, and trace spacing) can be
easily designed, laid out and evaluated. Spiral inductor design ULPs (spiral-coil.zip
and print-inductor.zip) can be downloaded from Eagle CAD official web site. The
ULPs allow users to enter information such as the number of turns, the trace width,
and the trace spacing, based on which planar spiral inductors are designed. The
spiral inductor designs can then be exported to generate FastHenry simulation files
to obtain inductor Qs. Figure 3.4 shows initial designs of circular spiral inductors
ranging from 3nH to 70nH designed with 2 ounce copper trace, achieving Qs from
37 to 80 at 30MHz. The second inductor terminal is brought out on the other side
of the circuit board.
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Chapter 4
Resonant Gate Drive
E FFICIENT dc-dc power conversion in HF and VHF regime not only imposes
challenges on the power stage, but also introduces obstacles in the implementa-
tion of gate drive circuitry. For low-power applications, such as the one being pursued
in this thesis, gating loss can easily becomes a major loss mechanism, if not carefully
designed, which compromises the overall converter performance substantially.
While use of fixed-frequency and fixed duty ratio operation reduces driver complexity,
the use of on-off control of the output, which will soon be discussed in Chapter 5, in-
troduces some important requirements. In addition to achieving low power operation
at steady state, a practical gate drive for the system must settle rapidly at startup.
and shutdown to maintain good converter transient response and high efficiency un-
der modulation. A low-loss gate drive method is designed to meet these criteria for
this converter.
This chapter first explores different gate drive schemes, their advantages and disad-
vantages when being utilized in HF operation. Later a low-loss sinusoidal resonant
gate drive design, consisting of an oscillator, a drive circuit, a resonant tank and a
pull-down network, suitable for high frequency and low power power conversion will
be discussed.
4.1 Hard Gating
A totem pole driver scheme, illustrated in Figure 4.1, is a commonly-used gate drive
technique for conventional converters switching at relatively low frequencies (1MHz
or below). For switching periods much longer than the time constant CGSRG, which
usually holds for low frequency operation, the gate voltage is approximately a square
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Figure 4.1: Hard-switched totem pole gate drive
wave [18]. In a hard switched gating scheme, energy associated with charging and
discharging the device input capacitance, Ciss is completely dissipated every cycle.
For a converter hard-switched at a frequency f, the power loss associated with gating
is described by Equation 1.1, PGATE = QGATEVGATEf ~ CGATEVGATEf. Further-
more, the previous equation merely describes a theoretical loss calculation associated
with a gate voltage of a perfect square wave. In practice, when shoot-through current
spike is present, a finite amount of time (tON and tOFF) required to turn STOP and
SBOTTOM on and off introduces yet more power dissipation and even cause device
failures.
From Equation 1.1, hard-switched gating loss clearly has a linear dependency on
frequency , which often becomes a limiting factor for efficient high frequency switching
for traditional topologies. This situation is exacerbated in low power applications,
where hundreds of milliwatts can easily translate to an efficiency impact of 10% or
more. Therefore, in order to achieve acceptable performance (and battery life) for low
power electronic applications (operating in HF regime to maintain a portable size),
an alternative gate drive approach must be sought after.
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Component Hard Gating Sinusoidal Resonant Gating
fsw 20MHz 20MHz
Ciss 650pF 650pF
VGate,amplitude 5V 4V with 2.5V dc bias
RGate N/A 1.17_
Power 325mW 73mW
Table 4.1: Hard gating requires more than six times as much power for a typical
commercial 30V switching device at 20MHz.
4.2 Resonant Gating
To mitigate significant losses incurred by conventional hard-switched gating schemes
at HF, resonant approaches that recover a part of the energy required to turn on/off
the semiconductor switch each cycle may be utilized. In resonant gating topologies,
semiconductor switching is accomplished via ringing charge on and off the gate ca-
pacitance [17, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Much of the energy stored on the gate can therefore
be recovered, and total gating loss can then be reduced to a small fraction of what
can be achieved by hard switching.
4.2.1 A Basic Resonant Gate Drive
Figure 4.2(a) illustrates a simple resonant gate drive circuit with a minimum compo-
nent count. With this series resonant circuit [3, 25, 19, 20, 21, 22], a sinusoidal gate
voltage can be obtained by filtering a dc voltage with a LRC tank. Furthermore,
by adding two resistors to this network to set the dc bias, this circuitry can now be
designed to statically operate at a wide range of duty ratios. However, losses intro-
duced by the resonating current passing through the channel resistance of the totem
pole driver can quickly offset the advantages of resonant gating [3, 4], and therefore
results in an unacceptable efficiency at HF.
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4.2.2 Improved Resonant Gate Drive
To address the substantial losses associated with the channel resistance of the totem
pole driver (without compromising the amplitude of the gate voltage or the duty
cycle), two potential approaches can be implemented.
The first approach entails reducing the total channel resistance RIN of the totem
pole driver. When the totem pole drivers are implemented via commercially designed
CMOS inverter stages, the total channel resistance can be reduced via placing multiple
inverters in parallel. However, this method comes at a price. While the inverter
resistance is scaled down by a factor of 1/N by placing N inverters in parallel, the
output capacitance of the inverter stages is now increased to COUT * N. If the series
resonant circuit is tuned at resonance, the output capacitance COUT is being hard-
switched at the operating frequency, energy charging and discharging this capacitance
is lost. If the series resonant circuit is operating above resonance (tuned inductively),
ZVS switching of the driver can be maintained, however, neither the input capacitance
nor the turn-off overlap loss can be reduced. This tradeoff suggests that blindly
adding an arbitrary number of inverters in hope to reduce the losses associated with
resonating current via the channel resistance is not such a wise approach, and that
there exists an optimal number of inverters that minimizes the total loss.
Another approach (to reduce the losses in RIN) addresses this issue by adding an
additional shunt branch, Figure 4.2(b) for reactive current to flow [3, 4]. The addi-
tional shunt branch comprised of a resonant inductor, Lp, and a blocking capacitor,
CB, which carry a portion of the resonating current, and therefore diminishes the
losses associated with the on-state resistance of the inverter switches. However, note
that the component value of the blocking capacitor CB cannot be selected arbitrarily.
While the impedance of the CB must be low at the switching frequency compared to
the rest of the network for it to be a blocking capacitor, it is not desirable for the
value of CB to be arbitrarily large because each time the gate drive circuit is enabled
and disabled via the control circuitry (to be discussed in Chapter 5), CB is hard-
switched with a power dissipation of PSHUNT = CB(VDD/2)2fMOD [4], where VDD is
the inverter rail voltage and fMOD is the frequency at the converter is modulated to
regulate the output.
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(b) An Improved Resonant Gate Drive
Figure 4.2: Two examples of resonant gate drivers. An additional shunt leg in
Figure 4.2(b) can reduce the resonating current through the channel resistance
R1 and improve efficiency.
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Figure 4.3: Sinusoidal Resonant Gate Drive Circuit.
4.2.2.1 Tuning the Gate Drive
Gate characteristics of switching devices are important to the design of a resonant gate
drive. The gate characteristics (RGATE and Ciss) of the switching device SPN1443
are listed under Table 2.3.1. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the resonant driver circuit
we have adopted. The drive topology is a variant of one described in [241, but utilizes
a different biasing and tuning strategy to match the different gate characteristics and
drive requirements in our system.
In [4], the design of a similar resonant gate driver, focusing on minimizing the
drain to gate transfer function VG/VD to ensure a rapid device shut-down (while
maintaining enough amplitude to fully enhance the device) is discussed. By setting
the gate to drivers transfer function VG/VIN via Ls while resonating Lp with CIss
at a frequency below the switching frequency, this tuning method may not result in
the lowest gating loss when tested with,a MOSFET on its own or with a converter
running under open-loop. However, a better overall efficiency is achieved under closed-
loop operation when the device can rapidly turn off without sustained oscillations,
preventing the converter spending a significant amount of time operating inefficiently
under non-optimal conditions when modulating on and off.
After a pull-down network, similar to the one introduced in [31, is added to ensure
that the main switching device cannot self-oscillate when a shutdown command is
issued under modulation, minimizing VG/VD may no longer lead to the most efficient
gate drive design overall. Adding the additional pull-down network does however have
its disadvantage. When used in parallel with the control scheme implementation (to
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be introduced in Chapter 5), the pull-down network does not allow the dc-bias to
be set separately via additional biasing resistors. It will instead remain at about
half of the inverter rail voltage, VDD. This limitation of the pull-down network in
turn places additional constraints on the switching device and/or the power stage.
A device threshold voltage lower than VDD/ 2 implies that a converter utilizing such
a device must be able to operate efficiently at a duty cycle less than 0.5; whereas,
a threshold voltage higher than VDD/2 calls for a converter performing well at a
duty cycle larger than 0.5. Furthermore, in order to fully enhance the device with
a sinusoidal gate voltage with a pre-determined dc offset, a sharp turn-on transition
of the device with respect of the gate voltage is also preferable for a better overall
converter performance.
The tuning method applied to the resonant gate drive is similar to that described in
[3], with slight changes due to different device and overall system characteristics. In
this case, an optimal gate drive design cannot be achieved with the phase of a drain
to gate transfer function close to 1800. Achieving such a phase angle will either incur
too much gating loss or require a large Ls and a small Lp which will slow the gate
drive startup (and deteriorates the overall system's performance). Fortunately, for
this application, the drain-to-gate feedback is not crucial to help achieving a desired
amplitude at the gate. A better overall efficiency is achieved with a drain-to-gate
phase angle around 2500.
The shunt branch of Lp and Cp is inductive at the switching frequency (with Cp sim-
ply acting as a dc block). Lp is sized to partially cancel the gate admittance, leaving
the parallel combination of Lp and the gate capacitive, but with higher impedance
than the gate capacitance alone. Lp thus provides some of the reactive power needed
to charge and discharge the gate. Ls serves multiple functions. First, it is resonant
with the parallel combination of the Lp and CGATE near the switching frequency
such that there is significant voltage gain from the CMOS inverter bank to the gate
at the switching frequency. Second, it provides a high impedance to harmonic voltages
applied by the CMOS inverter, reducing inverter loss.
For the case of interest here, it has been found (through simulations and experimen-
tations) that the gating loss is more significant in the case where the shunt inductor
Lp is larger than the series inductor Ls than a gate drive design where the series
inductor is slightly larger, similar to [3]. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate these two
cases. For two converters with identical operating conditions (such as operating fre-
quency, input and output voltage, and output power level), the gating loss (and the
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overall efficiency) is better for a gate drive design when Ls is slightly larger than Lp
(even though the drain efficiency of the converter may not be better). The frequency
domain simulations provide some insights why one design is preferred over the other.
At the switching frequency, the magnitude of VGATE/VDRAIN of the "better" gate
drive design (where Ls is larger than Lp) is much smaller, diminishing the Miller
effect (and therefore, the effective reverse transfer capacitance CGD). As the value
of Ls increases, the amplitude of VGATE increases, with VGATE/VIN less inductive at
the switching frequency, a condition that increases the power dissipated by the gate.
4.2.2.2 Implementation of a Resonant Gate Drive
Figure 4.3 shows a simplified schematic of the resonant driver circuit, implemented
to drive the power stage discussed in Chapter 2. A more complete schematic with
component values is included in Chapter 6.
To provide on/off modulation capability, the CMOS inverter bank is driven by an
oscillator signal that is gated by an enable input. The enable input provides on/off
control. Moreover, an active pull-down network comprising a CMOS inverter, a MOS-
FET, and a diode helps provide rapid shutdown at turnoff.
A square-wave with the desired amplitude and frequency is generated via a commer-
cial oscillator LTC1799 as the drive voltage for a bank of eight parallel Fairchild
NC7ZWO4 CMOS inverters. A ring oscillator implemented in [3, 4] is replaced by
this commercial oscillator due to its difficulty in setting and maintaining a precise
switching frequency with substantial temperature variations and its significantly loss.
The number of CMOS inverters used is to ensure that each component maximum
power dissipation limits are not exceed and to reduce the total channel resistance of
the inverters. It was determined experimentally that eight inverters provide the best
tradeoff between the losses associated with the source resistance and hard-switched
inverter capacitance. A command signal (generated by the control scheme) provides
the on/off modulation capability via a Fairchild NC7SZ08 AND Gate.
The experimental results including component values, gate drive power dissipation,
start-up and shut-down transient will be presented along with closed-loop perfor-
mance in Chapter 6.
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Converter and Gate Drive Waveforms
(a) Drain and Gate Waveforms
Gate to Drain Transfer Function
Frequency [MHz]
(b) Gate to Drain Transfer
VGATE/VDRAIN
Gate to Inverter Driver Transfer Function
Magnitude i-'
---Phase
1-400OO
10 -00
10Frequency [MHz]100Frequency [MHz]
Function (c) Gate to Inverter Driver Transfer Function
VGATE/VINV
Figure 4.4: A 3W converter design operating at 20MHz with gate drive com-
ponent values of Lp = 120n, Ls = 72n. Magnitude and Phase of VGATE/VINv
at 20MHz: 5.91dB, -26.38'. Magnitude and Phase of VGATE/VDRAIN at 20MHz:
9.48dB, -109.33'. Total gating loss is about 167mW. See appendix A for compo-
nent values and simulation files.
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Converter and Gate Drive Waveforms
time [us]
(a) Drain and Gate Waveforms
Gate to Drain Transfer Function Gate to Inverter Driver Transfer Function
se---
, i iase
*-'I-- .
Frequency [MHz]
(b) Gate to Drain Transfer
VGATE/VDRAIN
Function (c) Gate to Inverter Driver Transfer Function
VGATEI/VINV
Figure 4.5: A 3W converter design operating at 20MHz with gate drive com-
ponent values of Lp = 72n, Ls = 110n. Magnitude and Phase of VGATE/VINV at
20MHz: 3.25dB, - - 24.180. Magnitude and Phase of VGATE/VDRAIN at 20MHz:
2.52dB, -110.760. Total gating loss is about 78mW. See appendix A for compo-
nent values and simulation files.
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4.3 Comparison with other Resonant Gate Drive
Methods
In addition to the gate drive method discussed in details in Section 4.2.2, there are
other resonant gate drive designs that have proven their merits in HF and VHF
operation regime. This section will explore two other resonant gate drive methods
and discuss their advantages and disadvantages compared to the gate drive scheme
pursued in this thesis.
4.3.1 A Simple Self Oscillating Gate Driver
In [27], a resonant feedback network shown in Figure 4.7(a) is used to extract and
phase shift the fundamental component of the drain voltage of a 100MHz Class E
converter to generate a sinusoidal gating signal, which is capable of sustaining oscilla-
tion at the desired frequency. A self-oscillating phase shift and feedback network can
be designed by first determining the phase angle between the fundamental component
of the drain voltage and an idealized gate signal, then implementing a network, illus-
trated in Figure 4.6, to achieve such a phase at the operating frequency to attained
sustained oscillation.
A similar self-oscillating resonant gate driver may be tailored to meet the drive re-
quirement of the system studied in this thesis. Figure 4.6 illustrates how such a
resonant gate driver may be designed.
The gating loss associated with this gate drive scheme operating at 20MHz, driving
a power stage discussed in Chapter 2 is about 120mW, slightly higher than the res-
onant gate drive studied in Section 4.2.2. However, losses associated with an on/off
and startup circuit required to start and stop this gating method (under on-off mod-
ulation) have not been included. Furthermore, this gating scheme implementation
depends heavily on obtaining an accurate phase match between the transfer function
VGATE/VDRAIN (which heavily depends on the value of LFB and the phase of the gate
drive voltage and the fundamental drain voltage. While this may not be so difficult
in simulations via a parameter sweep, this may not be such a trivial task in practical
implementations when inductors usually come in discrete values. The complexity(the
number of components) and the difficulty associated with experimental implementa-
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Idealized Drain and Gate Waveforms
time [us]
(a) Drain and Gate Waveforms
Gate to Drain Transfer Function
10 100
Frequency [MHz]
1000 1000
0
00-
0.30
(b) Gate to Drain Transfer Function VGATE/VDRAIN
Figure 4.6: A simulated 20MHz self-resonant gate drive may be designed by
determining the phase angle between the fundamental component of the drain
voltage and an idealized gate signal, 1720 in this case, and adjusting LFB until
the phase of the drain to gate transfer function at the switching frequency is
1720. See [27] for tuning details. See appendix A for component values and
simulation files.
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tion in addition to higher losses make this gate drive method less preferable for the
application pursued in this thesis.
4.3.2 A Multi-Resonant Self-Oscillating Gate Driver
The multi-resonant self-oscillating gate driver, Figure 4.7(b) introduced in [24, 27]
generates a trapezoidal drive voltage waveform, yielding an approximately constant
current on the rising and falling edges of the gate voltage and thus minimizing the
power dissipated in the gate resistance, given by PGATE 2 2 SSV ATE GATE )f
where VGATE is the maximum voltage of the trapezoid, CIss is the input capacitance
of the switching device, and tr and tf are the rise time and the fall time respectively
of the drive waveform. While the theoretical gating loss achievable from this equation
yields a lower gate power dissipation than that of a sinusoidal drive voltage, a practi-
cal implementation requires an additional startup circuitry and a phase-shift network
(in addition to the multi-resonant network) [27, 24]. While the "overhead" losses
associated with the additional circuitry may be tolerable for converters operating at
output power level of tens of Watts to hundreds of Watts, it may become a signifi-
cant portion of total loss for a 3W converter. The number of components required
to implement this gate drive circuitry will not only introduce more loss mechanisms,
but also deteriorates the power density of the power stage studied in this thesis. Fur-
thermore, the multi-resonant self-oscillating gate drive requires an exact impedance
characteristic at the second harmonic of the switching frequency, introducing even
more tuning and complexity to such an implementation.
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VDRAIN
LFB
(a) A Simple Self-Oscillating Gate Driver
_-i
(b) A Multi-Resonant Self-Oscillating Gate Driver
Figure 4.7: Two self-oscillating gating scheme. Figure 4.7(a) generates a sinu-
soidal gate waveform whereas a trapezoidal gate waveform can be obtained from
Figure 4.7(b)
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Chapter 5
Control Architecture
BURST mode control architecture has proven its merits when utilized in combi-
nation with HF and VHF resonant converters [26, 7, 24, 17, 3]. This control
method is compatible with constraints imposed by resonant gate drive discussed in
Chapter 4 such as constant frequency and fixed duty ratio. In addition, by separating
power stage from the control functions, this architecture allows regulation of the out-
put across a wide load range and high light-load efficiency while enabling switching
frequency in the HF and VHF regime. This chapter introduces a new on-off modu-
lation control method, which enables fast transient response and efficient light load
operation while providing controlled spectral characteristics of the input and output
waveforms.
5.1 Background
One commonly employed control methods for resonant power conversion in frequency
modulation [31, 12, 48, 49]. However, one major shortcoming of this strategy resides
in its substantial impact on efficiency under closed-loop operation due to its tight
coupling between the power stage and the control function. As the soft-switching
characteristics is closely tied to the impedance of the overall system, any deviation
away from this optimal impedance (caused by changes in operating frequency as in
the case of frequency modulation) can results in exacerbated circulating current loss
and V-I overlap switching loss. Furthermore, constraints imposed by resonant gate
drives such as fixed duty ratio and constant frequency eliminates the usages of some
other control methods including traditional PWM scheme unless significant gating
loss is to be tolerated. Finally, achieving good efficiency across a wide load range
and wide operating ranges is yet another limitation that frequency modulation and
traditional PMW control technique does not overcome.
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5.2 Burst Mode Control
Burst mode control architecture implementations have demonstrated their distinct
advantages in resonant power conversion in the HF and VHF regimes [26, 7, 24, 17, 3].
The unregulated cells are designed to have high output impedance so that they can
be treated as current sources that are enabled/disabled by an on-off command signal.
This control scheme addresses the major challenges faced by most conventional con-
figurations. By separating the power stage from the control circuitry, burst mode
control allows the power stage components sized at the switching frequency while
the input/output filter components are sized at a relatively slower modulation fre-
quency. Consequently, the inductor in the power stage remains small leading to
tremendously improved transient performance. Furthermore, unlike traditional PWM
control scheme where total power loss remains relatively constant throughout load
range [7, 24, 17, 3], when the converter cell is disabled, it is (ideally) not incurring
any additional losses. Its operation at one fixed (optimal) high-efficiency point where
it is tuned to makes efficient operation over a very wide load range and operating
range possible. Finally, as the converter cell is only run at fixed frequency and duty
ratios, this control method is compatible with low-loss resonant gate drive approach
discussed in Chapter 4.
A variety modulation strategies can be employed under this control architecture. One
implementation is hysteretic control of the output voltage [26, 7, 24, 17, 3, 19, 20, 21,
22]. In hysteretic control, when the output voltage falls below a specified threshold,
the converter is enabled and power is delivered to the load as the output voltage grad-
ually increases. When the output voltage rises above a specified maximum threshold,
the converter cell is disabled and the output voltage gradually decreases until the
minimum threshold is reached and the cycle repeats. With hysteretic control, the in-
put and output voltage ripples have components near the modulation frequency and
its harmonics in addition to components near the high switching frequency [3, 24].
5.3 PWM On-off Control
In a PWM on-off control strategy, the major fundamental design concepts are the
same as that of hysteretic on-off control. Switching of the converter is gated on and
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off to control the average power delivered to the output. The frequency at which
the converter is modulated on and off is much lower than the converter switching
frequency. With fixed switching frequency operation, the control strategy is well-
matched with a HF resonant converter tuned to be highly efficient at one switching
frequency. Similar to that of hysteretic control, the power stage components are sized
for the the very high switching frequency, while the converter input and output filters
(e.g. capacitors) are sized for the lower modulation frequency.
While voltage hysteretic on-off control offers advantages such as a well-controlled
voltage band, good efficiency at very light load, and unconditional stability. the
input and output waveforms have variable frequency content (owing to the variable-
frequency modulation) making this control method undesirable in some applications
(such as communication systems), and increasing the difficulty of designing input and
output filters.
To address the variable frequency components residing in the input/output wave-
forms, a new approach, in which the on-time of the converter is pulse-width mod-
ulated within a fixed modulation period, is utilized to implement the on-off control
method. Unlike hysteretic on-off control, PWM on-off control operates a fixed modu-
lation frequency, leading to well-defined frequency content at the converter input and
output. On the other hand, efficiency tends to decline at extreme light loads, when
the converter may operate for only a few switching cycles each modulation period.
The characteristics of this control method are similar in many regards to conventional
fixed-frequency PWM. However, instead of modulating the voltage applied to a filter,
the power delivered to the output capacitor and load is modulated.
The basic scheme illustrated in Figure 5.1 is implemented with a conventional PWM
chip whose PWM output is the enable signal of the power stage gate drive. The
converter is modeled as a controlled current source feeding the output filter and load,
and is represented with an averaged state-space model. A P-I controller provides
stable operation across the entire converter operating range.
5.3.1 Implementation
The UCC2813 is a low-power Bi-CMOS PWM chip employed to implement the PWM
on-off control scheme. An error amplifier internal to the chip with a reference voltage
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Figure 5.1: PWM on-off control scheme
of 2V is employed to implement a P-I controller. The P-I controller looks at the
output voltage of the converter (possibly after a resistor divider) and integrates the
error between the reference voltage and the output voltage to obtain an error voltage.
The error voltage is then compared with the sawtooth voltage of the PWM chip to
generate a command signal turning the converter cell on and off at a duty ratio such
that the output remains regulated even as the load changes. The component values of
the P-I controller are selected such that the controller is designed to be stable across
the entire operating range, including at the lightest load condition where the phase
margin is the smallest(in this case, at the lowest input voltage and highest output
voltage).
The converter power stage can be modeled as a one-pole system with the converter
approximated as a controlled current source feeding the output capacitor and load
COUT and RLOAD. In order to reach a P-I controller design that provides stable
operation across the required operating ranges, the transfer function for the closed-
loop system is obtained:
RLOAD R2 1 1 C4 SR 4RLOA- R K1 * (1 + ) (5.1)
COUTS R2 + R1  R3 C3S C4S + R4
where RLOAD is the load resistance of the converter obtained from PouTPUT/IrUT,
COUT is the output capacitance, K1 is a gain factor introduced by the PWM sawtooth
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Bode Diagram for the Closed-loop System
0,
-o
a,
EL(0
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 5.2: Bode Plot for the Closed-loop System
waveform which converts an error voltage to a duty ratio (in this case, K1 = 2.5),
R 1, R 2 , R3 , R4 , C3 and C4 are the components of the output voltage divider and the
P-I controller in Figure 5.1. The bode plot for the system is shown in Figure 5.2
In reality, there are a few more components that were needed to implement a working
PWM on-off controller and close the loop.
A high-frequency filter and a resistor divider comprised of Ri, R2 and C2 is needed
at the output voltage such that C2 together with R1 is providing low-pass filtering of
the high-frequency content of the output voltage, and Ri and R2 are sized such that
the voltage at the V_ of the error amplifier is equal to the VREF for a desired output
voltage level.
A voltage doubler is needed at the input of the converter to power UCC2813 due to
the start threshold voltage of under-voltage lockout of the chip. The start threshold
voltage of the PWM chip start at 4.1V, which makes the input voltage range (from
3.6V to 7.2V) insufficient to power the chip. In addition, a linear regulator is added
such that the maximum Vcc limit of UCC2713 is not exceed due to the voltage
doubler.
The UCC2813 has an additional pin (pin 3, CS) for current-sensing which can be
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used for internal leading-edge blanking of the current-sense input when needed. An
additional amplifier, providing a voltage division, is needed such that the sawtooth
voltage waveform observed at the oscillator pin (pin 4, RC) is present at the current-
sense input with a scaled amplitude (to meet the maximum input limit of CS pin).
The detailed implementation with component values will be presented in Chapter 6,
along with closed-loop experimental results.
5.3.2 Comparison with Hysteretic On-off Control
In addition to well-controlled frequency spectra of input/output voltage waveforms
by PWM on-off modulation, this on-off control implementation is different from hys-
teretic burst-mode control in numerous other ways.
With PWM on-off modulation, output voltage ripple can be made arbitrarily small
by adding additional output capacitance at the expense of achievable bandwidth. Be-
cause the converter can be modeled as a single pole dominated system, the attainable
bandwidth is reduced as the phase margin increases. In addition, the noise in the
system does not severely affect the ripple size.
On the other hand, in hysteretic control, the bandwidth of the controller is deter-
mined by the delay through the control circuitry. Furthermore, the ripple size cannot
be made arbitrarily small by trading off the bandwidth. Rather, the ripple size is
constant and is largely affected by noise for a given design. Furthermore, the output
capacitance is sized at the nominal modulation frequency.
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Converter Prototype
PREVIOUS chapter have discussed major design concepts and tuning procedures
of a power stage, gate drive and control architecture for a full dc-dc converter,
targeting at the specifications listed in Table 1.1. This chapter presents the design
and experimental validation of the pursued design approaches and strategies via a
20MHz quasi-resonant SEPIC converter utilizing sinusoidal resonant gate drive and
PWM on-off control.
6.1 Prototype Layout
Board layout is an important stage of the design process, especially for converters
operating in the HF and VHF regime, where undesirable parasitics can significantly
distort the switching waveforms and deteriorate the overall performance of a con-
verter. While parasitic capacitances can be absorbed (as a fraction of required com-
ponent values) in most cases, additional inductances are more problematic. Picking
devices with small packaging inductance is a major criterion in device selection, as
described in Section 2.3.1. However, doing so can only partially addresses problematic
effects due to lossy parasitics components. More importantly, component placement
and board traces must be carefully thought out to prevent (or at least minimize) the
presence of low-Q parasitic inductance in critical loops that introduce high-frequency
ringing in the drain waveforms. For a resonant converter, in which the efficiency
and performance is closely tied to the switching characteristics (such as ZVS and
zero dv/dt) of the drain waveform, such high-frequency ringing can directly trans-
late to decreased overall converter efficiency. Moreover, in some cases, it can lead to
exceeding maximum device ratings (voltage and/or current) and device failures.
The converter was constructed on a 4-layer PCB, using the EAGLETM Layout Editor.
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Figure 6.1: Converter picture of a 20MHz quasi-resonant SEPIC converter pro-
totype
A photograph of the board is shown in Figure 6.1 with schematics and layout artwork
are provided in Appendix B. Similar to [3, 18], the reason that prototyping was
carried out with a 4-layer PCB is mainly due to concerns for minimizing parasitic
inductances, as the parasitic inductances over 4 layer PCB (with the inner two layers
used as ground planes) are much reduced over what could be achieved with a normal
2-layer FR4 board. In addition, components (especially those in critical loops where
additional inductance can severely affect performance negatively) are placed as close
to each other as possible, with the copper traces kept wide and short to minimize
additional losses due to low-Q parasitic inductance.
6.2 Impedance Characterization
From the tuning considerations described in Chapter 2, it is established that the
impedance characteristics looking into the drain-to-source port of the switch deter-
mines the time-domain drain voltage waveform shapes. If certain desired impedance
characteristics are achieved in the frequency domain at the drain node, the converter
will operate with desirable switching waveforms (e.g. ZVS, zero dv/dt etc). This
suggests that characterization of the drain-to-source impedance (including converter
components and any additional parasitics) on a prototype board is an essential step
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to reach at a working design with optimized performance, as parasitic components
associated with the prototype board can affect the drain-to-source impedance signif-
icantly.
The following impedance measurements were obtained with an impedance analyzer,
Agilent 4195A. The impedance measurement starts with characterizing the parasitic
components of a measurement fixture, which is a SMA connector; placed across the
drain and the source on the board. The parasitic components of the SMA fixture
can be either compensated out via re-calibrating the impedance analyzer or be ac-
counted as an additional component in any further measurements. The converter
is then constructed with the drain node impedance characterized, one branch at a
time. The impedance is characterized with appropriate bias voltage (e.g. at switch
drain and output) to account for the influence of nonlinear device capacitances. Al-
though the final drain impedance along with the parasitic components should be
identical regardless of the order at which the converter branches are added, con-
structing the converter branches in a certain order (starting with the components
closest to the drain-to-source node and expanding by adding the most adjacent com-
ponents) may help locating where the parasitics are present and simplify the char-
acterization process. Starting with a bare board calibrated with the SMA fixture on
the impedance analyzer, the order at which individual branches are constructed to
achieve the impedance characterization (ZDs) at the drain-to-source node is summa-
rized as follows, with schematics and impedance plots for each individual step shown
in Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.10:
1. Add CEXI, the first external capacitor in parallel with the switching devices, along
with additional parasitic inductance LPA1 in that branch (Figure 6.2)
2. Add CEX2, the second external capacitor in parallel with the switching devices,
along with additional parasitic inductances LPA1 and LPA3 (Figure 6.3)
3. Add Cs, the matching network capacitor with additional parasitic inductance LPA4
(Figure 6.4)
4. Add LREC, the rectifier inductor, with additional parasitic inductance absorbed in
this component value (Figure 6.5)
5. Add CEX3, the external capacitor to the rectifier diode, with additional parasitic
inductance LPA5 (Figure 6.6)
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Z Simulated vs. Measured
m
S
Il
pI
(a) Circuit model of components along with (b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 1
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 1
Figure 6.2: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 1.
6. Add D1, the diode as it is biased to the expected operating voltage (at nominal out-
put voltage 7V) to achieve its capacitance under operation, along with additional
parasitic inductance LPA6 (Figure 6.7)
7. Add LF, with additional board inductance absorbed in this component value (Fig-
ure 6.8)
8. Add Ml,the first MOSFET as it is biased to the expected operating voltage (at
7.2V) to achieve its capacitance under operation, along with parasitic inductance
LPA6 and LPA7 (Figure 6.9)
9. Repeat the previous step with M2, the second MOSFET, along with parasitic
inductance LPA8 and LpA9 (Figure 6.10)
With an accurate converter model including all parasitic elements associated with
the PCB, we are now in a position to optimize the converter implementation with
the parasitics included. Fortunately, not much additional retuning is required in this
case to achieve a design with desired switching behaviors. The schematics including
all components along with board parasitic inductances of the power stage prototype
is shown in Figure 6.11, along with the component values listed in Table 6.2.
However, among all extracted parasitic components, LPA4 is the most significant in
terms of its affect on the drain voltage waveforms and performance in this design,
even when it is extremely small (about 1.5nH). The importance of this parasitic
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Zd Simulated vs. Measured
Frequency [MHz]
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 2
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 2
Figure 6.3: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 2.
Z Simulated vs. Measured
1) Circuit model of components along with (b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 3
arasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 3
Figure 6.4: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 3.
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Z Simulated vs. Measured
Frequency [MHz]
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 4
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 4
Figure 6.5: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 4.
Zd Simulated vs. Measured
Frequency [MHz]
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 5
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 5
Figure 6.6: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 5.
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Zd Simulated vs. Measured
m
D1 LpA, S
I
I.
Frequency [MHz]
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 6
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 6
Figure 6.7: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 6. A 7V
bias is applied to account for the influence of nonlinear parasitic capacitance of
the diode
Z, Simulated vs. Measured
m
S
ft
Frequency [MHz]
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 7
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 7
Figure 6.8: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 7.
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6.2 Impedance Characterization
Z. Simulated vs. Measured
D
.
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 8
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 8
Figure 6.9: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 8. A 7.2V
bias is applied to account for the influence of nonlinear parasitic capacitance of
the MOSFET
Z. Simulated vs. Measured
(a) Circuit model of components along with
parasitic for ZDS characterization, Step 9
(b) ZDS Matched Impedance, Step 9
Figure 6.10: Characterization of Drain-to-source Impedance ZDS, step 9. A 7.2V
bias is applied to account for the influence of nonlinear parasitic capacitance of
the MOSFETs
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Figure 6.11: A circuit model including parasitic inductances in addition to all
converter components
Component Name Value
LF 22nH
CEX1 390pF
CEX2 390pF
Cs 1270pF
LREC 43nH
CEX3 100pF
LPA4 1.5nH
LPA5 lnH
LPA6 0.7nH
LPA8 0.7nH
D1 DFLS230L
M1 and M2 SPN1443
Table 6.1: Component values in addition to parasitic inductances for a converter
prototype board characterized using the techniques outlined from Figure 6.2 to
6.10.
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inductance suggests that topologies such as the ones in Figure 2.44(a) and 2.44(b)
where there is a series inductor present with Cs may be more appropriate if we are
to further increase operating frequency in future designs (where parasitic effects on
waveforms and performance become even more apparent).
6.3 Experimental Results
This section presents component values for a quasi-resonant SEPIC converter, a res-
onant gate drive and a PWM on-off control along with experimental waveforms and
performance data.
6.3.1 Open Loop Performance
Gating loss is important, especially in the case of a low-power dc-dc converter. Before
we can evaluate the open-loop performance of the converter, a low-loss sinusoidal
resonant gate-drive, following the design considerations and implementation strategies
described in Chapter 4, is constructed. A schematic of the gate drive circuit is
provided in Figure 6.12 for reference with the component values listed in Table 6.3.1.
Similar general layout considerations as those of the power stage are applied to the
gate drive, with Ls, CB and Lp as the critical loop where the parasitic inductance
should be minimized.
With a working gate drive, the open-loop performance of the converter is be read-
ily obtained. Converter steady state waveforms are presented in Figure 6.13, which
shows the measured drain voltages across the entire input voltage range at the nom-
inal output voltage and the measured drain voltage with corresponding gate and
rectifier voltage at VIN = 3.6V and nominal output voltage. From the experimental
waveforms, the topology indeed provides good zero voltage switching characteristics.
However, a degree of turn-off delay due to device capacitance CGD can be observed
in the gate voltage waveform; observed as a short flattening of the gate voltage be-
fore it goes below the threshold. As the device is still carrying current during this
time period and the drain voltage is rising, this delay results in overlap switching
loss of the device. Open-loop efficiency measurements were obtained with a bank of
zener diodes connected in parallel to maintain a constant output voltage. Figure 6.15
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Component Value Package Part No. Manufacturer
U1 Oscillator SOT-23 LTC1799 Linear Technology
U2 AND Gate SOT-23 NC7SZO8 Fairchild
U3x4 CMOS Inverter SC70 NC7WZO4 Fairchild
U4 Linear Regulator SOT-23 TPS76933 Texas Instruments
C, 0.11pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C2 0. 1 iF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
Co04 0. 1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
Co03 0.1 F 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C02 0. •1F 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
Co 0.1[F 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
Co01 0.ltF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
CIN 4.7pF 6032-28 TPSC475K035R0600 AVX
0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
R1 4.7kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ472V Panasonic
Ls ll0nH 0603 0603CS-R11X Coilcraft
Lp 72nH 0603 0603CS-72NX Coilcraft
COp 0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
D2 20V, 100mA SSSMINI2 MA27D27 Panasonic
M3 25V, 680mA SOT-23 FDV303N Fairchild
Table 6.2: Component values and part numbers for gate drive circuit
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Figure 6.12: Complete gate drive schematic.
shows the output power and efficiency measurement at the nominal output voltage
(7V) across the entire input range. Figure 6.14 shows the open-loop efficiency mea-
surements with the losses from the gate driver included. The converter maintains
good efficiency across the entire operating range (with VIN ranging from 3.6V to
7.2V and VOUT ranging from 3V to 9V), with efficiency greater than 80% across the
entire input voltage range at the nominal output voltage. The measured efficiency
clearly indicates the merits of HF resonant power conversion together with resonant
gate drive scheme across a wide operating range for a low-power application.
6.3.2 Closed Loop Performance
The closed-loop performance is demonstrated via a PWM on-off controller imple-
menting the design strategies discussed in Chapter 5. A schematic of the controller is
provided in Figure 6.16 for reference with the component values listed in Table 6.3.2.
Figure 6.17 illustrates the case where the converter is operating under on-off modu-
lation with a load of 1.7Q at an input voltage of 3.6V and an output voltage of 4.4V.
The modulation frequency at which is the converter is turned on and off is 170 kHz.
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Drain Source Voltage For Vin=3.6V to Vin=7.2V, 0.6V steps
aQ)o1
(a) Drain Waveforms
Drain Voltage at VIn=3.GV and Nominal Vout
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Gate Voltage at Vin=3.6V and Nominal Vout
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time nsa]
(b) Drain and Gate Voltage
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Drain Voltage at Vln=3.6V and Nominal Vout
time [na]
Rectifier Voltage at VIn=3.6V and Nominal Vout
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-20
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time [na]
(c) Drain and Rectifier Voltage
Figure 6.13: The measured converter waveforms. Figure 6.13(a) shows the mea-
sured drain voltages across the entire input voltage range at the nominal output
voltage. Figure 6.13(b) and 6.13(c) illustrates the measured drain voltage with
corresponding gate and rectifier voltage at VIN = 3.6V and nominal output volt-
age.
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Efficiency vs Vin
Figure 6.14: Open-loop efficiency measurements across the entire operating
range
Output Power and Efficiency vs. Input Voltage (Nominal Vout)
4 4.5 5 5.5
VIN [V]
83
82 -
81
6 6.5 7 7.5
Figure 6.15: Output power and efficiency measurements across the
voltage range at the nominal output voltage
entire input
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Figure 6.16: Complete control schematic.
Component Value Package Part No. Manufacturer
U5 Voltage Doubler SOT-23 MAX1683 Maxim
U7 PWM chip SO-8 UCC2813 Texas Instruments
U8 High Speed Amplifier SO-8 MAX9003 Maxim
U6 Linear Regulator SOT-23 TPS76925 Texas Instruments
C07 0.1 iF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C9 3.3UpF 0603 TPCL335K010R5000 AVX
C10 0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
CIN2 4.7p1 F 6032-28 TPSC475K035R0600 AVX
0.1,pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C4 5pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C5 InF 0603 LD03ZC102KAB2A AVX
C11 5pF 0603 ECJ-2VC1HO50C Panasonic
C6 100pF 0603 ECJ-2VC1H1O1J Panasonic
C7 0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
Cs 0.11F 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
R4 22kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ223V Panasonic
R5 8.2kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ822V Panasonic
R6 10kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ103V Panasonic
R7 30kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ303V Panasonic
Rg 100Q 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ101V Panasonic
R9 30kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ303V Panasonic
Rio 30kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ203V Panasonic
R11 56kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ563V Panasonic
D4, D3 20V, 100mA SSSMINI2 MA27D27 Panasonic
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Figure 6.17: Command signal and gate voltage for a converter operating under
modulation at 170kHz
When on-off control method is utilized in combination with small-valued resonant
inductors (such as LF and LREC in the power stage), the converter can turn on and
off rapidly. Fast startup and shutdown comes with major performance advantages.
Under burst mode control, fast startup and shutdown directly translates to better
closed-loop efficiency for a given modulation frequency. During startup and shut-
down transitions, the converter is not operating under its most-efficient steady state
conditions. The less time a converter has to operate with additional losses associated
with transition times, the better the overall efficiency may be achieved. Furthermore,
the achievable bandwidth is closely tied to the transient response as well. The highest
achievable modulation frequency is largely determined by the startup and shutdown
transition time of the converter to ensure the converter is operating mostly under
steady state condition when being modulated. In conventional dc-dc converters, the
total required output capacitance is determined by the allowed voltage ripple and the
desired transient performance. It is often the latter condition that determines the
minimum capacitance, calling for a larger capacitance than demanded by output rip-
ple requirements alone. However, the resonant SEPIC converter, with its inherently
fast transient response due to small valued inductors, does not have this problem. The
output capacitor is sized solely based on the desired on/off modulation frequency and
output ripple, not by transient response limitations. Higher modulation frequency
results in smaller output capacitance, which leads to a smaller overall converter size,
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which is also desirable where converter miniaturization is important, such as the ap-
plication being pursued in this thesis. For a given modulation frequency, if a smaller
output ripple is desired, the output capacitance can be increased, however, it is done
at the expense of the bandwidth of the controller.
Figure 6.18 and 6.19 shows the corresponding voltage waveforms for the converter
at turn on and turn off at VIN = 5.4V and nominal output voltage. Figure 6.20 also
shows the efficiency under closed loop operation across the entire input and output
voltage ranges for the rated 3W output power. The minor differences in efficiency
under open-loop and closed-loop conditions indicate that the controller indeed con-
sumes very little power when the converter is turned off, and that modulation on and
off to regulate power does not greatly impact efficiency.
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Turn-on Transient Response
15
5
4.5
(a) Startup Drain Voltage
time [us]
(b) Startup Rectifier Voltage
Figure 6.18: Waveforms illustrating converter startup transient at VIN = 5.4V
and nominal output voltage
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Turn-off Transient Response
time [us]
(a) Shutdown Drain Voltage
3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6
time [us]
(b) Shutdown Rectifier Voltage
Figure 6.19: Waveforms illustrating converter shutdown transient at IN = 5.4V
and nominal output voltage
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Efficiency vs Vin
Figure 6.20: Closed-loop efficiency measurements across the entire operating
range
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
T HIS thesis explores resonant power conversion design strategies suitable for a
dc-dc converter operating over a wide range, utilizing design techniques such as
HF operation, resonant gating and on-off control modulation. A prototype implemen-
tation provides good efficiencies across the entire operating range while maintaining a
small size. The prototype converter was constructed with off the shelf vertical power
MOSFETs; future developments such as utilizing custom designed MOSFETs and
better magnetics design will significantly improve the performance to the next level.
7.1 Thesis Summary
Chapter 1 provides an overview of challenges associated with design of miniaturized
and high bandwidth power converters using conventional techniques, especially when
wide operating ranges (including input voltages and output voltages) and good effi-
ciencies are also required. Traditional resonant converters are able to sidestep some
of the challenges faced by conventional hard-switched converters, yet achieving good
efficiencies across wide operating ranges is still an issue. A high frequency (HF)
resonant converter utilizing resonant gate drive scheme and burst mode control is
proposed to can address these thorny issues. The proposed design uses soft-switching
(to significantly reduce switching loss), utilizes resonant gating (to recover a part of
the energy delivered to the gate, employs small-valued air-core inductors (to eliminate
core loss and improve transient response) and separates energy storage and control
functions via on-off control(to achieve a wide operating range and attain minimal
control circuitry power dissipation).
Chapter 2 introduces a quasi-resonant SEPIC converter topology that can meet the
requirements of maintaining good efficiency and small size while operating across a
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wide range of input and output voltages, and providing up-and-down voltage con-
version. The topology is explored through discussions of each of the three major
subsystems, namely a resonant rectifier, a matching network and an inverter. The
tuning procedures are described in the context of an implementation of a 3W con-
verter operating at input voltages from 3.6 - 7.2V and output voltages from 3 - 9V.
Chapter 3 briefly describes the opportunities and challenges in inductor designs via
a comparison study of commercial off-the-shelf air-core inductors, custom designed
air-core inductors and planar spiral inductors.
Chapter 4 details the challenges and considerations in gate drive designs for low-power
applications, such as the one being pursued in this thesis. The procedure tuning for
a sinusoidal gating scheme is described, and the performance of such a gate drive is
compared with other resonant gate drive implementations.
Chapter 5 introduces a PWM on-off control scheme compatible with the constraints
imposed by resonant gating method, including constant frequency and fixed duty
ratio operation. By separating the energy storage and control functions, the control
scheme enables fixed-switching frequency operation and allows a converter to switch
exclusively at its optimal frequency (for which the power stage is tuned); passive
energy storage components of the power stage can now be sized for a much faster
switching frequency whereas the input/output capacitors are sized according to ripple
requirements at a slower modulation frequency.
Chapter 6 presents a practical implementation of the converter topology, gate driver,
and control method discussed in the previous chapters. The 3W prototype converter
switching at a frequency of 20MHz provides good efficiency across the entire oper-
ating ranges while maintaining a small size, thus meeting the two key requirements
of its intended application. Open-loop and closed-loop performance are presented
illustrating the merits of HF resonant power conversion when used in combination
with resonant gating and burst-mode control scheme.
7.2 Thesis Conclusions
This thesis presents a resonant SEPIC converter suitable for extremely high frequency
operation and for operating across a wide input and output voltage range. The
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topology addresses several shortcomings of conventional resonant SEPIC converters
through the development of topology, gate drive method and control scheme. Detailed
tuning procedures to achieve the good performance, are described in detail for the
topology. The merits of these design methods are verified via a 20 MHz prototype with
an input voltage range from 3.6V to 7.2V, an output voltage range of 3V to 9V and
a rated output power of 3W. The converter utilizes a low-loss sinusoidal gate drive
and an PWM on-off control method modulating at fixed frequency, provides both
fast transient response and good control over spectral characteristics of the input
and output voltage. As the prototype converter has demonstrated, it is possible
for resonant SEPIC converters to achieve a wide operating range, a small size and
excellent transient response while maintaining good efficiency. It is hoped that these
techniques will contribute to future development of low-power converters operating
over wide ranges and extreme high frequencies to meet the increasing demands of
modern portable electronics.
7.3 Future Work
Further research and development in this field may yield converters achieving small
volume along with better efficiencies, since there exists strong opportunities for further
improvement with the HF quasi-resonant SEPIC converter studied in this thesis.
Improvements in area such as device design and magnetic design will help achieve
higher converter efficiency across the entire operating range. While the prototype
discussed in Chapter 6 utilizes commercial off-the-shelf semiconductor devices which
are not built to provide the optimal tradeoffs between conduction loss, circulating
current loss and gating loss, a more careful study of these design tradeoffs will lead
to better devices with desired characteristics to minimize the total energy dissipation
associated with the device. In addition, losses associated with the resonant induc-
tors employed in the converter prototype can be tremendously reduced with further
research. While the commercial off-the-shelf air core inductors (employed in the pro-
totype) and the custom designed planar spiral inductors (studied in Chapter 3) yield
inductor Qs in the range of 50 to 70 at 20MHz, major improvements in Qs, which di-
rectly translate to better efficiencies across the entire operating ranges, may be made
through appropriate applications of RF core materials.
Additional capabilities including integrated gate drive/control circuitry and multiple
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output capabilities may also be introduced to further cut down loss, reduce converter
size and to provide the converter with even more -flexibility. By integrating gate
drive and control circuitry on the same process on which the switching device will
be designed, the converter power density can be significantly improved. Moreover,
losses due to quiescent currents associated with discrete parts (required to implement
the gate drive and control circuitry in the prototype shown in Chapter 6) may be
eliminated. Finally, with the burst mode control techniques demonstrated via the
converter prototype, multiple output capabilities can be introduced to the converter
implementation with very minimal additional circuitry, which can further reduce the
overall system size when several outputs need to be served via a single input supply.
In summary, techniques in HF or VHF resonant power conversion addressed in this
thesis have proven their merits in terms of converter size, efficiency and transient per-
formance in a low-power application where a wide range of input voltages and output
voltages along with up-and-down voltage conversion capability is required. Future
research developments in areas such as custom device designs, magnetics design, im-
proved gate drive and control circuitry (with the possibility of being integrated on
the same process as the custom device), and multiple output handling capability will
lead to substantial performance improvement and introduce even more versatility to
HF or VHF power conversion.
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Appendix A
SPICE DECKS AND
COMPONENT VAL UES
This appendix includes spice files and/or values for the simulations used in each
chapter as a demonstration and for the converter designs.
A.1 Chapter 2 Data
A.1.1 Conventional and Multi-Resonant SEPIC data:
*Conventional SEPIC***
.lib ".. \PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB ". .\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2PSPICE.LIB"
.LIB "..\diodenl2.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=1Op
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
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.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.75
+ VOUT=7
+ CS=0.5u
+ COUT=100U
+ CIN=100U
+ VDON=0.375
+ L1=380n
+ RDSON=O.O01
+ QI=70
+ QC=3K
+ PI=3.141592
VGATE GATE 0 PULSE(-25 25 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
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VIN IN 0 {VIN}
XLCHOKE1 IN DRAIN LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LI)
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
XCS DRAIN REC CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
XSIMOS GATE DRAIN 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.6
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XLCHOKE2 REC 0 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {L1}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
DIDEAL REC REC2 IDEAL
.MODEL IDEAL D(N=0.001)
*FORWARD VOLTAGE DROP MODEL
VDON REC2 OUT {VDON}
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VOUT OUT 0 {VOUT}
***MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS ***
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(IN)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(OUT)*I(Vout)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,0,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.tran 5000p 5U 0.01u uic
*.ac dec 1k 100k 1Og
.PROBE
***MR SEPIC*****************
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2PSPICE.LIB"
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.LIB "..\diodenl2.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=1Op
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/(FT))-TR-TR}
VGATE GATE 0 PULSE(-25 25 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
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+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.7
+ VOUT=7
+ CS=O.5u
+ Cex=O.4n
+ Cex2=1.4n
+ LS=40n
+ COUT=4.7u
+ CIN=4.7u
+ L1=180n
+ QI=70
+ QC=3K
+ PI=3.141592
VIN IN 0 {VIN}
XLCHOKE1 IN DRAIN LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {L1}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
XLS DRAIN DRAINM LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
XCS DRAINM REC CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ Qc={Qc}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
switch drain source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=lmeg von=2)
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vdsource source 0 0
DIDEAL SOURCE DRAIN DIODE
.model DIODE D(N=.0001)
XCEX DRAIN 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Cex}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
XLCHOKE2 REC 0 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {L1}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
XDFLS220L REC OUT SS36NL
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p
+ VDON=0.375
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
+ M=0.42102
+ FS=20MEG
XCEX2 REC OUT CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Cex2}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VOUT OUT 0 {VOUT}
***MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS ***
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***************************
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(IN)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT
*EPO P001 0
EPO POOl 0
LPO POO POUT
CPO POUT 0
RPO POUT 0
*---- EFFICIE
EEFF EFF
.tran 500p 5.
.PROBE
POWER MEASUREMENT
VALUE={v(M05)*I(VDUCS) }
VALUE={v(OUT)*I(Vout) }
{LORC(FS)}
{LORC(FS)}
1 ;OUTPUT POWER
.NCY
0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
5U 3.5u 500p uic
A.1.2 Rectifier data:
***RECTIFIER TUNING***
.LIB "..\PIPP.LIB"
.LIB "..\diodenll.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=lnA
+ GMIN=1Op
+ ITL1=6000
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+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.002
+ VNTOL=0.01mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132
.PARAM
+ PI=3.14159265
+FS=20MEG
+IIN=0.7
+ VOUT=7
+ QLR=70
+ QC=3K
+ C2=153p
+ LR=118n
*tuning rectifier with Zo and Fc
*+ ZO=18.7
*+ fc=28.35Meg
*+ LR={ZO/(2*pi*fc)}
*+ C2={1/(zO*2*pi*fc)}
*LR: 90n
*C2: 125p, 127p, 130p, 135p, 140p, 150p, 160p
*LR: 60n
*CR: 1100p, 1050p, 1000p, 950p, 900p, 860p, 700p
*inductive vs capacitive
*LR: 70n
*C2: 260p, 270p, 290p, 325p 350p
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*C2: 925p, 825p, 700p, 600p, 500p
*two diodes
*LR=70n
*C2: 180p, 190p, 200p, 215p, 225p, 235p, 250p, 275p, 300p
IT1 0 ROO SIN(0
VDUREC ROO R01 0
vdlr r01 r01x 0
XLR 0 R01x LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L={LR}
+ QL={QLR}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=0
{IIN} {FS} 0 0)
XC R01 R02 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {C2}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
XSS36 R01 R02 SS36NL
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p
+ VDON=0.375
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
+ M=0.42102
+ FS=20MEG
VOUT R02 0 {VOUT}
* ---- PARAMETERS FOR THE BANDPASS FILTER
.PARAM
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+ QBP=100
.FUNC CBPQ(FS,QBP) {1/(2*PI*FS*QBP)}
.FUNC LBPQ(FS,QBP) {QBP/(2*PI*FS)}
*-----FUNAMDENTAL OF THE RECT. VOLTAGE
EBPRV BPRV1 0 VALUE={V(RO1)}
LBPRV BPRV1 BPRV2 {LBPQ(FS,QBP)}
CBPRV BPRV2 BPRV3 {CBPQ(FS,QBP)}
RBPRV BPRV3 0
*-----FUNDAMENTAL OF
EBPRI BPRI1 0
LBPRI BPRI1 BPRI2
CBPRI BPRI2 BPRI3
RBPRI BPRI3 0
THE RECT. CURRENT
VALUE={I(VDUREC)}
{LBPQ(FS,QBP)}
{CBPQ(FS,QBP)}
1
***MEASURMENT CIRCUITS******
*** MEASURMENT CIRCUITS ***
*-----FUNCTION USED BY THE MEASUREMNT CIRCUITS
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO POO 0 VALUE={v(RO2)*I(VOUT)}
LPO POO POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*-----AVERAGE OUTPUT CURRENT
EAVIO AVIO1 0 VALUE={I(VOUT)}
LAVIO AVIO1 AVIO {LORC(FS)}
CAVIO AVIO 0 {LORC(FS)}
RAVIO AVIO 0 1 ;AVERAGE OUTPUT CURRENT
*INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
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EPI PIO1 0 VALUE={V(rOO)*I(VDUREC)}
LPI PIO1 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1 ;INPUT POWER
*EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
EEF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(V(PIN)<=O.01,0,V(POUT)/V(PIN))}
REF EFF 0 1
.TRAN 0.50N 15U 13u 0.50N UIC
.PROBE
A.1.3 Inverter data:
*******TUNED INVERTER*******
.lib ". .\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=10p
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
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+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
*IACT 0 N07 AC 1
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=lmeg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
vgate gate 0 pulse(0 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG;
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
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.PARAM:
+CFNOM=712.5p
+CFEXTRA=0.001p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+K=1
+CP=0.001p
+CS=720p
+LS=70n
+RLOAD=17.14
+LF= 21n
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CF}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT MO 0
VDUCP MO1 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
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+ C= {CP}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS M01 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M05 M05X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M05X 0 0
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PINOI 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
*EPO P01 0 VALUE={v(MO5)*I(VDUCS)}
EPO PO01 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
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LPO POO1 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.tran 500p 10OU 2.5u 500p uic
*.ac dec lk 100k 1Og
.PROBE
*LOW PASS MATCHING NETWORK
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
*VACT NT 0 {Vin} AC 1
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
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.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
vgate gate 0 pulse(0 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT) }
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=712.5p
+CFEXTRA=0.001p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LFEXTRA= -27.5n
+K=1
+CP=0.00p
+CS=481p
+LS=46.8n
+RLOAD=17.14
+LF= 21n;
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
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VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CF}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP M01 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
XLS M03 MOS LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS MO1 M03 0
XCS M05 M05X CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ Qc={Qc}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
VDUCS M05X 0 0
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RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
*EPO POO 0 VALUE={v(MO5)*I(VDUCS)}
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(mO5)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO POO1 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.tran 500p 3U 2.5u 500p uic
*.ac dec 1k 100k lOg
.PROBE
*Low Pass MN Retuned*
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
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+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
vgate gate 0 pulse(O 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/(FT))-TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=10M
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=1275p
+CFEXTRA=0.001p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
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+LFEXTRA= -27.5n
+K=1
+CP=0.001p
+CS=481p
+LS=46.8n
+RLOAD=17.14
+LF= 21n
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CF}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT MO1 0
VDUCP MO1 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {cP}
+ Qc={Qc}
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+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
XLS M03 M05 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M01 M03 0
XCS M05 MO5X CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
VDUCS M05X 0 0
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
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*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.tran 500p 5U 4.5u 500p uic
*.ac dec 1k 1OOk 1Og
.PROBE
*NO Matching Network
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB ". .\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
*IACT 0 N07 AC 1
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
vgate gate 0 pulse(0O 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
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+PWIDTH={ (DUTY/ (FT)) -TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
*---TUNING PARAMETERS
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=760p
+CFEXTRA=O.OOp
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LFEXTRA= -27.5n
+K=1
+CP=0.001p
+CS=2300p
+RLOAD=17. 14
+LF=29n
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CF}
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+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP M01 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {cP}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS M01 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PINO1 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
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*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO POO1 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.tran 500p 5U 4.5u 500p uic
*.ac dec 1k 100k 10g
.PROBE
*LS CS Center Frequency************
***********************************
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
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vgate gate 0 pulse(0 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
+LF= 21.08n
+CFNOM=712.5pF
;{table(LF,10.5n,1425p,15n, 997.5p, 16n, 935.15p, 17n, 880.147p, 18n, 831.25p, 21n,71
+CFEXTRA=0.001p
+K=1
+CP=O.OOip
+CS={table(LS,45.84n,891.61p,70n,720p,117.79n,687p)}
+LS=45.75n
+RLOAD=17.14
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
CFEXTRA N04 0 {CFNOM}
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VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP M01 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS M01 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M05 MO5X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M05X 0 0
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
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*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO POO1 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.PROBE
*.ac dec 1k 100k 10g
.tran 500p 3U 2.5u 500p uic
.end
*LS, CS Variation (Zo)***
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
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+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
*IACT 0 N07 AC 1
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
vgate gate 0 pulse(0 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/(FT) )-TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
+LF= 21.08n
*+CFNOM=
+CFNOM={table(LF, 88.64n,2857.66p,44.3n,1428.68p,21n, 675p)}
;{table(LF,10.5n,1425p,15n, 997.5p, 16n, 935.15p, 17n, 880.147p, 18n, 831.25p,
;21n,712.5p,25n, 598.5p, 26n, 882.14p, 27n, 916.07p, 31.5n,450p)}
+CFEXTRA=O.OOp
+K=1
+CP=0.001p
****20.17ohm to 5ohm at 25Mhz
+CS={table(LS, 47.95n, 1051.09p,70n,720p,95.9n, 525 .54p,191.8n,262.77p)}
;{table(LS,45.84n,891.61p,70n,720p,117.79n,687p)};720p ;600p ;1379p ;600p; 566.67p;8
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+LS=47.95n
+RLOAD=17.14
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
CFEXTRA N04 0 {CFNOM}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT MO 0
VDUCP MO M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS MO1 M03
XCS MO3 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {cs}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
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XLS M05 M05X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M05X 0 0
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO POOl 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
* ---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0
.PROBE
*.ac dec 1k 1OOk
.tran 500p 12U 2.
.end
VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,, V(POUT)/v(PIN) ) }
lOg
5u 500p uic
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****LF, CF Variation (FC and Zo)*
********************************
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
*IACT 0 N07 AC 1
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
vgate gate 0 pulse(0 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/ (100FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
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+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=O. 5
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
+LF= 21.08n
+CFNOM={table(LF,10.8n,366.45p,21n,712.5p,43.2n,1465.8p)}
+CFEXTRA=O. OOp
+K=1
+CP=0.001p
+CS=720p
+LS=70n
+RLOAD=17. 14
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
CFEXTRA N04 0 {CFNOM}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT MOI 0
VDUCP MO M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
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+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS M01 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
PARAMS:
C= {CS}
QC={QC}
FQ={FS}
TC={TCCmS-
XLS M05 M05X
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
LQS
VDULS MO5X 0 0
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
*EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(MO5)*I(VDUCS)}
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO POOl POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
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* ---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.PROBE
.step param LF list 10.8n 21n 43.2n
.tran 500p 3U 2.5u 500p uic
.end
***LF transient response**
**** ***** *************
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
*IACT 0 N07 AC 1
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
switch n07 source gate 0 swl
.model swl vswitch(ron=lm roff=1meg von=2)
vdsource source 0 0
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vgate gate 0 pulse(0 5 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {t/FT})
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR}
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0. 65
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
.PARAM:
+CFNOM={table(if,21n,712.5p,70n,205p)}
+CFEXTRA=0.001p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+K=
+CP=0.001p
+CS={table(Lf,21n,720p,70n,130p)}
+LS={table(Lf , 21n,70n, 70n,n,140n) }
+RLOAD=7. 14
+LF= 70n
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 NO4 0
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XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CF}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP M01 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS MO1 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M05 M05X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M05X 0 0
RLOAD M05 M06 {RLOAD}
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VDRLOAD M06 0 0
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PINO1 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO POO 0 VALUE={v(m05)*I(Vdrload)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.step param If list 21n 70n
.tran 500p 0.7U O.OOlu 500p uic
.PROBE
A.1.4 Converter data:
**full converter*****
.lib "..\PIPP.lib"
.LIB "..\SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "..\RECT.LIB"
.LIB "..\MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "..\DIODENL2.LIB"
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.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=1Op
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.param
+PI=3.1415926
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
VGATE GATE 0 PULSE(-25 25 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
XSIMOS GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
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+ RDSON=0.059*1.6
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XSIMOS2 GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.6
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.55
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=780p
+CFEXTRA=O.001p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LFEXTRA= -27.5n
+K=
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+CP=0.001p
+CS=l000p
+LS=105n
+RLOAD=18.63
+LF= 24n
.param
+ Vout=7
+ QLR=70
+ C2=100p
+ Lr=125n
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX N01 N04 0
XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CF}
+ Qc={Qc}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT NO1 0
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP MO1 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
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+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS M01 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {cs}
+ Qc={Qc}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M05 M05X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS MO5X 0 0
VDUREC m05 rOl 0
vdlr rO1 rOlx 0
XLR 0 R01x LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L={LR}
+ QL={QLR}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=0
XC R01 R02 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {C2}
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+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
XSS36 RO1 R02 SS36NL
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p
+ VDON=0.3
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
+ M=0.42102
+ FS=20MEG
VOUT R02 0 {VOUT}
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO POO 0 VALUE={v(r02)*I(Vout)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
.tran 500p 10OU 2.5u 500p uic
*.ac dec lk 100k 10g
.PROBE
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A.1.5 Other Topologies data:
***Alternative Topology*****
.lib "PIPP.lib"
.LIB "SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "RECT.LIB"
.LIB "MOSNL2_PSPICE.LIB"
.LIB "diodenll.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=10p
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132 ;TO PRINT MORE COLUMNS
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.INC "alternative_inverterl.CIR"
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
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XSIMOS GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XSIMOS2 GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
.PARAM:
+TR={1/ (100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={ (DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
VGATE GATE 0 PULSE(-25 25 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
IT 0 NT AC 1
.inc "alternative_rectifierl.cir"
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.34
+QI=70
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+QC=3K
+RDC=1OM
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=450p
+CFEXTRA=O.OO1p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LFEXTRA= -41.25n
+LF=14.33n
+K=1
+LMREXTRA=O
+CMREXTRA=O
+CP=1350p
+CS=2100p
+LS=43n
.param
+ VOUT=7
+ QLR=70
+ Crec=344.25p
+ Lrec=63n
.tran 235p 3U 0.01u 235p uic
.PROBE
*alternative topology 3
******************* ****
.lib "PIPP.lib"
.LIB "SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "RECT.LIB"
.LIB "MOSNL2_PSPICE.LIB"
.LIB "diodenll.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=10p
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
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+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132 ;TO PRINT MORE COLUMNS
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.INC "INVERTER.CIR"
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
XSIMOS GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XSIMOS2 GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
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+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
VGATE GATE 0 PULSE(-25 25 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
IT 0 NT AC 1
.inc "alternative rectifier2.cir"
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.55
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=10M
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=562.5p
+CFEXTRA=0.OOIp
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LFEXTRA= -12n
+K=l
+LMREXTRA=O
+CMREXTRA=O
+CP=1312p
+Cb=187.5p
+CS= 1652p
+LS= 85n
+RLOAD=20.17
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.param
+ VOUT=7
+ QLR=70
+ Crec=285p
+ Lrec=75.6n
.tran 235p 3U 0.01u 235p uic
*.ac dec 1k 100k 1Og
.PROBE
*****alternative topology 2
.lib "PIPP.lib"
.LIB "SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "RECT.LIB"
.LIB "MOSNL2_PSPICE.LIB"
.LIB "diodenll.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=lOp
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132 ;TO PRINT MORE COLUMNS
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
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+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.INC "alternativeinverterl.CIR"
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
XSIMOS GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XSIMOS2 GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/(FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
VGATE GATE 0 PULSE(-25 25 0 {TR} {TR} {PWIDTH} {1/FT})
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IT 0 NT AC 1
.inc "alternative_rectifier2.cir"
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.38
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=10M
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=810p
+CFEXTRA=0.001p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LFEXTRA= -4.33n
+K=
+LMREXTRA=O
+CMREXTRA=O
+CP=1890p
+Cb=150p
+CS=2377p
+LS= 59n
+RLOAD=20. 17
.param
+ VOUT=7
+ QLR=70
+ Crec=412p
+ Lrec=56.66n
.tran 235p 3U O.Olu 235p uic
.PROBE
.PARAM:
+ PI=3.14159 ;GUESS WHAT
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***************************
***alternative inverterl
.PARAM:
+LF={1/(9*CF*PWR((PI*FMR), 2))+LFEXTRA}
+LMRO={1/(15CF*PWR((PI*FMR) ,2))}
+LMR={(K*LMRO)+LMREXTRA}
+CMRO={(15*CF/16)}
+CMR={(CMRO/K)+CMREXTRA}
VDULF N01 N02 0
XLF n02 n03 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LF}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLF}
VIN N03 0 {VIN}
VDUCFEX NO N04 0
XCFEXTRA N04 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CFEXTRA}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUMR N01 N05 0
XLMR N05 NO6 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LMR}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLMR}
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XCMR N06 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CMR}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCMR}
VDUZMR NT N01 0
***Alternative Topology 1 Rectifier
VDUZL NT MO01 0
VDUCP MO1 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS MO1 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
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+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M05 MO5X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M05X 0 0
VDUREC M05 R01 0
XLR rOlx R01 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L={Lrec}
+ QL={QLR}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
VDULR ROlx 0 0
XC R01 R02 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Crec}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
XDFLS220L RO RO2X SS36NL
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p
+ VDON=0.3
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
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+ M=0.42102
+ FS=20MEG
VDUDio R02X R02 0
VOUT R02 0 {VOUT}
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(R02)*I(Vout)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
* ---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0
EEFF2 EFF2 0
VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,, V (POUT)/v(PIN)) }
VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,0,V(POUT)/(v(PIN)+O.192))}
*---RMS OF DRAIN VOLTAGE
ERMS1 RMS1 0 VALUE={V(NT)**2}
LRMS1 RMS1 RMS2 {LORC(FS)}
CRMS1 RMS2 0 {LORC(FS)}
RRMS1 RMS2 0 1 ;RMS OUTPUT VOLTAGE
ERMS2 VNTRMS 0 VALUE={SQRT(V(RMS2))}
RRMS2 VNTRMS 0 1
VPLF PLF 0 {LF}
VPLMR PLMR 0 {LMR}
VPCMR PCMR 0 {CMR}
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*alternative_rectifier3
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP M01 M02 0
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS M01 M03 0
XCB M04 M05 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Cs}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M03 MO4X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
XCS M05 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {cs}
+ QC={QC}
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+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
VDURL M04X M04 0
VDUREC M05 R01 0
XLR r01x R01 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L={Lrec}
+ QL={QLR}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=0
VDULR R01x R02 0
XC 0 R01 CQS
PARAMS:
C= {Crec}
QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=0
XDFLS220L 0 R02X SS36NL
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p
+ VDON=0.3
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
+ M=0.42102
+ FS=30MEG
VDUDio R02X R01 0
VOUT R02 0 {VOUT}
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
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;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO POO 0 VALUE={v(R02)*I(VOUT)}
LPO PO01 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
*---RMS OF DRAIN VOLTAGE
ERMS1 RMS1 0 VALUE={V(NT)**2}
LRMS1 RMS1 RMS2 {LORC(FS)}
CRMS1 RMS2 0 {LORC(FS)}
RRMS1 RMS2 0 1 ;RMS OUTPUT VOLTAGE
ERMS2 VNTRMS 0 VALUE={SQRT(V(RMS2))}
RRMS2 VNTRMS 0 1
A.2 Chapter 4 Data
A.2.1 Sinusoidal Resonant Gate Drive data:
****GATE DRIVE w POWER STAGE*******
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.lib "PIPP.lib"
.LIB "SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "RECT.LIB"
.LIB "MOSNL2.LIB"
.LIB "diodenl2.LIB"
.OPTIONS ABSTOL=5nA
+ GMIN=1Op
+ ITL1=6000
+ ITL2=4000
+ ITL4=500
+ RELTOL=0.003
+ VNTOL=0.04mV
.OPTION STEPGMIN
.OPTIONS
+ NOPAGE
+ NOBIAS
+ NOECHO
+ NOMOD
+ NUMDGT=8
.WIDTH OUT=132 ;TO PRINT MORE COLUMNS
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=O;
+ICCFT=O;
.INC "INVERTER.CIR"
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.PARAM
+L1=llOn
+L2={table(L1,72n,110n,llOn,72n)}
+CBYP=0.008u
+Rinv=l.ll
+Cin=O.lu
+CinInput=22.5p
+Cinv=40p
+VCC=3.2
VINGate INGate 0 PULSE(0.25 {VCC} 0 1OOP 100P {(l/(2*FS))-200P} {l/FS}) AC 1
Rsource INgate INR {Rinv}
Csource INR 0 {Cinv}
XCin INR INC CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Cin}
+ QC=100k
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
XL1 INC Gate LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {L1}
+ QL= {QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
XL2 Gate SHUNT_INT LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {L2}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
XCBYP SHUNT_INT 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CBYP}
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+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0 ;DUMMY MEASURE SWITCH CURRENT
XSIMOS GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XSIMOS2 GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
.PARAM:
+TR={1/(100*FT)}
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR}
IT 0 NT AC 1
.inc "Rectifier.cir"
.PARAM:
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+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.4
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=10M
.PARAM:
+CFNOM=75p
+CFEXTRA=630p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LF=27n
+K=1
+CP=1Op
+CS=1275p
+LS=139.5n
.param
+ Vout=7
+ QLR=70
+ Crec=450p
+ Lrec=64.5n
.tran 3000p 10.5U 2.5u 3000p uic
.PROBE
A.2.2 Self-Oscillating Gate Drive data:
*self oscillating gate drive*
*****************************
.lib "PIPP.lib"
.LIB "SIMOS.LIB"
.LIB "RECT.LIB"
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.LIB "MOSNL2PSPICE.LIB"
.LIB "diodenl2.LIB"
.PARAM:
+ICLF=O;
+ICLMR=O;
+ICCMR=O;
+ICCF=O;
+ICCP=O;
+ICCS=O;
+ICLS=0;
+ICCFT=0;
.INC "INVERTER.CIR"
.param:
+cfb=10p
+rfb=2.7k
+lfb=30n
+Ld2r=12n
+Rd2r=20
xcfb n07 g01 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Cfb}
+ QC=100k
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
xLfb gO1 0 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {Lfb}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
Rfb gOl 0 {Rfb}
xLd2r g01 gate LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {Ld2r}
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+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=O
Rd2r gOl gate {Rd2r}
VDUSMOS N01 N07 0
XSIMOS GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
XSIMOS2 GATE N07 0 MOSFETNLC
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.059*1.65
+ RG=1.17
+ CGS=600P
+ RCOUT=0.118
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=235.24P
+ VJ=0.5476556
+ M=0.448313
.PARAM:
+TR=f{/(100*FT)} ;RISE TIME
+PWIDTH={(DUTY/ (FT))-TR-TR} ;PULSE WIDTH
IT 0 NT AC 1
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.inc "rectifier.cir"
.PARAM:
+FS=20MEG
+FT=20MEG
+FMR=20MEG
+VIN=3.6
+DUTY=0.55
+QI=70
+QC=3K
+RDC=10M
+CFNOM=75p
+CFEXTRA=630p
+CF={CFNOM+CFEXTRA}
+LF=27n
+K=i
+CP=10p
+CS=1275p
+LS=139.5n
+ Vout=7
+ QLR=70
+ Crec=1OOp
+ Lrec=64.5n
VDUZL NT M01 0
VDUCP MO1 M02
XCP M02 0 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CP}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCP}
VDUCS MO1 M03
XCS M03 M05 CQS
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+ PARAMS:
+ C= {CS}
+ QC={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICCS}
XLS M05 MO5X LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L= {LS}
+ QL={QI}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC={ICLS}
VDULS M05X 0 0
VDUREC M05 R01 0
XLR r01x R01 LQS
+ PARAMS:
+ L={Lrec}
+ QL={QLR}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=0
VDULR ROlx 0 0
XC R01 R02 CQS
+ PARAMS:
+ C= {Crec}
+ Qc={QC}
+ FQ={FS}
+ IC=0
XDFLS220L R01 R02X SS36NL
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p
+ VDON=0.3
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
+ M=0.42102
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+ FS=30MEG
VDUDio R02X R02 0
VOUT R02 0 {VOUT}
.FUNC LORC(FS) {100/(2*PI*FS)} ;FUNCTION THAT PLACES THE FILTER
;COMPONENT OF THE MEASURMENT
;CIRCUITS TWO DECADES BEFORE THE
;SWITCHING FREQUENCY
*-----INPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPI PIN01 0 VALUE={V(n03)*(-I(VIN))}
LPI PIN01 PIN {LORC(FS)}
CPI PIN 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPI PIN 0 1
*-----OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT
EPO P001 0 VALUE={v(R02)*I(Vout)}
LPO P001 POUT {LORC(FS)}
CPO POUT 0 {LORC(FS)}
RPO POUT 0 1 ;OUTPUT POWER
*---- EFFICIENCY
EEFF EFF 0 VALUE={IF(TIME<100N,O,V(POUT)/v(PIN))}
*---RMS OF DRAIN VOLTAGE
ERMS1 RMS1 0 VALUE={V(NT)**2}
LRMS1 RMS1 RMS2 {LORC(FS)}
CRMS1 RMS2 0 {LORC(FS)}
RRMS1 RMS2 0 1 ;RMS OUTPUT VOLTAGE
ERMS2 VNTRMS 0 VALUE={SQRT(V(RMS2))}
RRMS2 VNTRMS 0 1
* ----PARAMETERS FOR THE BANDPASS FILTER
.PARAM
+ QBP=100
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.FUNC CBPQ(FS,QBP) {1/(2*PI*FS*QBP)}
.FUNC LBPQ(FS,QBP) {QBP/(2*PI*FS)}
*-----FUNAMDENTAL OF
EBPRVd BPRVdl 0
LBPRVd BPRVdl BPRVc
CBPRVd BPRVd2 BPRVc
THE RECT. VOLTAGE
VALUE={V(N07)}
12 {LBPQ(FS,QBP)}
13 {CBPQ(FS,QBP)}
RBPRVd BPRVd3 0 1
*-----FUNAMDENTAL OF THE RECT. VOLTAGE
EBPRV BPRV1 0 VALUE={V(NT)}
LBPRV BPRV1 BPRV2 {LBPQ(FS,QBP)}
CBPRV BPRV2 BPRV3 {CBPQ(FS,QBP)}
RBPRV BPRV3 0 1
*-----FUNDAMENTAL OF
EBPRI BPRI1 0
LBPRI BPRI1 BPRI2
CBPRI BPRI2 BPRI3
RBPRI BPRI3 0
.ac dec
.PROBE
THE RECT. CURRENT
VALUE={v(NT)}
{LBPQ(3*FS, QBP)}
{CBPQ(3*FS,QBP)}
1
1k 1MEG 10g
A.2.3 SPICE Model Libraries
**************************
**DIODENL2 MODEL**********
.SUBCKT SS36NL A K
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668p ;SERIES INDUCTANCE
+ VDON=0.375 ;DIODE FORWARD DROP
+ CJO=252P
+ VJ=0.62638
+ M=0.42102
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+ FS=30MEG
*PARASITIC LEAD INDUCTANCE
LDS A 101 {LDS} IC=O
*IDEAL DIODE MODEL
DIDEAL 101 102 IDEAL
.MODEL IDEAL D(N=0.001)
*FORWARD VOLTAGE DROP MODEL
VDON 102 K {VDON}
*NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE EVALUATED AS A CONTROLLED CURRENT
*SOURCE
GCNL K 101 VALUE={IF((V(K)-V(101))<O,CJO*V(201)*(1/LDER),V(201)*(1/LDER)*(CJO/((1+((
****SUBCIRCUIT TO EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVE***
*PARAMETERS AND DEFINITION FOR THIS SUBCIRCUIT
.PARAM:
+ LDER=1U ;INDUCT FOR THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
+ PI=3.14159265
*FUNC. FOR R OF THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
.FUNC RDER(LDER,FS) {3000*2*PI*FS*LDER}
GY 0 201 VALUE={V(K)-V(101)}
L1 201 0 {LDER}
Rl 201 0 {RDER(LDER,FS)}
.ENDS SS36NL
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*MOSNL2 MODEL**
.SUBCKT MOSFETNLC GATE DRAIN SOURCE
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.04
+ RG=0.3
+ CGS=1750P
+ RCOUT=0.08
+ RSHUNT=12MEG
+ CJO=1450P
+ VJ=0.818366
+ M=0.5049
+ LDRAIN = ip
+ LSOURCE = Ip
+ LGATE = ip
+ CRSS = 10p
LDRAIN DRAIN DRAINL {LDRAIN}
RSHUNT DRAINL SOURCEL {RSHUNT}
LSOURCE SOURCEL SOURCE {LSOURCE}
SW DRAINL SOURCEL GMAIN SOURCE SWIDEAL
*.MODEL SWIDEAL VSWITCH (RON={RDSON} ROFF=1MEG VON=2.5 VOFF=1.5 ILIMIT=50)
*PSPICE MODEL
.MODEL SWIDEAL VSWITCH (RON={RDSON} ROFF=1MEG VON=2.5 VOFF=1.5)
*NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE EVALUATED AS A CONTROLLED CURRENT SOURCE
GCNL N101 DRAINL VALUE={IF((V(DRAINL)-V(NO11))<O,CJO*V(201)*(l/LDER),V(201)*(l/LDER)
DIDEAL SOURCEL DRAINL DIODE
.model DIODE D(N=.0001)
RCOUT N1iO SOURCEL {RCOUT}
LGATE GATE GATEL {LGATE} ;RSER=1Om RPAR=1MEG
RG GATEL GMAIN {RG}
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CGS GMAIN SOURCEL {CGS} ;RSER=10m RPAR=iMEG
*RRSS DRAINL DRAINR 10
CRSS DRAINL GMAIN {CRSS} ;RSER=30 RPAR=1MEG
****SUBCIRCUIT TO EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVE***
*PARAMETERS AND DEFINITION FOR THIS SUBCIRCUIT
.PARAM:
+ LDER=.O1U ;INDUCT FOR THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
+ PI=3.1416
*FUNC. FOR R OF THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
.FUNC RDER(LDER,FS) {1000*2*PI*FS*LDER}
GY 0 201 VALUE={V(N101)-V(DRAINL)}
L1 201 0 {LDER}
R1 201 0 {RDER(LDER,FS)}
.ENDS MOSFETNLC
*****INDUCTOR, CAPACITOR MODELS************
.SUBCKT LQS LSI LSO
+ PARAMS:
+ L=1U
+ QL=300
+ FQ=60MEG
+ IC=O
.PARAM: PI=3.1416
.FUNC ESR(L,QL,FQ) {2*PI*FQ*L/QL}
R1 LSI 101 {ESR(L,QL,FQ)} ;SERIES
L1 101 LSO {L} IC={IC} ;SERIES
RESISTANCE
INDUCTANCE
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.ENDS LQS
.SUBCKT LCHOKE LSI LSO
+ PARAMS:
+ L=1U
+ QL=300
+ FQ=60MEG
+ RDC=1M
+ IC=O
.PARAM:
+ PI=3.1416
+ OMEGA_O={2*PI*FQ/100}
.FUNC ESR(L,QL,FQ) {2*PI*FQ*L/QL}
*DC RESISTANCE AND BYPASS CAPACITOR
RDC LSI 101 {RDC} ;DC RESISTANCE
CBP LSI 101 {1/(RDC*OMEGA_O)} IC={IC};BYPASS CAP
*AC RESISTANCE AND BYPASS INDUCTOR
RAC 101 102 {ESR(L,QL,FQ)} ;AC RESISTANCE
LBP 101 102 {ESR(L,QL,FQ)/OMEGA_0} IC={IC}
Li 102 LSO {L} IC={IC}
.ENDS LCHOKE
.SUBCKT CQS CSP CSN
+ PARAMS:
+ C=1U
+ QC=1OK
+ FQ=60MEG
+ IC=O
;CHOKE INDUCTANCE
.PARAM PI=3.1416
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.FUNC ESR(C,QC,FQ) {1/(2*PI*FQ*C*QC)}
Cl CSP 101 {C} IC={IC} ;SERIES RESISTANCE
Ri 101 CSN {ESR(C,QC,FQ)} ;SERIES CAPACITANCE
.ENDS CQS
.SUBCKT SICMOS19193E15NLC GATE DRAIN SOURCE
+ PARAMS:
+ RDSON=0.98
+ RG=0.67
+ CGS=498.569821344P
+ RSHUNT=120MEG
+ CJO=231.8112972P
+ VCCAP=300
+ M=0.49942464614589
+ VJ=2.09239340510056
+ KR=0.15 ;FACTOR
RDMAIN DRAIN DMAIN {RDSON}
RSHUNT DRAIN SOURCE {RSHUNT}
SW DMAIN SOURCE GMAIN SOURCE SWIDEAL
.MODEL SWIDEAL VSWITCH (RON=1Om ROFF=1MEG VON=2.5 VOFF=2.4)
*NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE EVALUATED AS A CONTROLLED CURRENT
*SOURCE
GCNL N101 DRAIN VALUE={IF((V(DRAIN)-V(N1O1))<O,CJO*V(201)*(1/LDER),
+IF((V(DRAIN)-V(N101))<VCCAP,V(201)*(1/LDER)*(CJO/((1+((V(DRAIN)-V(N1O1))/VJ))**M)),
+V(201) * (1/LDER) * (CJO/( (+((VCCAP)/VJ) )**M) ) ) ) }
*+CCAP*V(201)*(1/LDER)))}
RCOUT N101 SOURCE {KR*RDSON}
RG GATE GMAIN {RG}
CGS GMAIN 0 {CGS}
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****SUBCIRCUIT TO EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVE***
*PARAMETERS AND DEFINITION FOR THIS SUBCIRCUIT
.PARAM:
+ LDER=.01U ;INDUCT FOR THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
+ PI=3.1416
*FUNC. FOR R OF THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
.FUNC RDER(LDER,FS) {3000*2*PI*FS*LDER}
GY 0 201 VALUE={V(NI0O)-V(DRAIN)}
Li 201 0 {LDER}
R1 201 0 {RDER(LDER,FS)}
.ENDS SICMOS19193E15NLC
.SUBCKT DNLCFD A K
+ PARAMS:
+ LDS=3.7668N ;SERIES INDUCTANCE
+ VDON=0.4 ;DIODE FORWARD DROP
+ CJO=998.7P
+ VJ=0.5201
+ M=0.4783
+ FS=100MEG
*PARASITIC LEAD INDUCTANCE
LDS A i01 {LDS} IC=O
*IDEAL DIODE MODEL
DIDEAL 101 102 IDEAL
.MODEL IDEAL D(N=0.O01)
*FORWARD VOLTAGE DROP MODEL
VDON 102 K {VDON}
*NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE EVALUATED
*SOURCE
AS A CONTROLLED CURRENT
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SPICE DECKS AND COMPONENT VALUES
GCNL K 101 VALUE={IF((V(K)-V(101))<O,CJO*V(201)*(1/LDER),V(201)*(1/LDER)*(CJO/((1+((
****SUBCIRCUIT TO EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVE***
*PARAMETERS AND DEFINITION FOR THIS SUBCIRCUIT
.PARAM:
+ LDER=1U ;INDUCT FOR THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
+ PI=3.14159265
*FUNC. FOR R OF THE DERIVATIVE SUBCIRCUIT
.FUNC RDER(LDER,FS) {3000*2*PI*FS*LDER}
GY 0 201 VALUE={V(K)-V(101)}
L1 201 0 {LDER}
R1 201 0 {RDER(LDER,FS)}
.ENDS DNLCFD
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Appendix B
PCB Layout Masks and
Schematics
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(a) PCB Top copper
10 0l
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(b) PCB Bottom copper
Figure B.1: Prototype Board layout masks
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PCB Layout Masks and Schematics
El B:
U'
(a) PCB Top silkscreen
(b) PCB bottom silkscreen
Figure B.2: Prototype board layout masks
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Figure B.3: Prototype board layout masks
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PCB Layout Masks and Schematics
Figure B.4: Final schematic of the quasi-resonant SEPIC converter implemented
with commercial MOSFETs
0
rn 002 003 204 VIN IN V,
5ITTt i t1 C01N / ENNC I
U4
Figure B.5: Complete gate drive schematic.
Figure B.6: Complete control schematic.
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Component Value Package Part No. Manufacturer
LF 22nH Mini-Spring B07T L L Coilcraft
CEX1 390pF 0.055" x 0.055" ATC700A391JW ATC
CEX2 390pF 0.055" x 0.055" ATC700A391JW ATC
LR 43nH Mini-Spring B10T L Coilcraft
CEX3 100pF 0.055" x 0.055" ATC700A101JW ATC
Cs 1000pF 0.055" x 0.055" ATC700A102JW ATC
270pF 0.055" x 0.055" ATC700A271JW ATC
D1 30V, 2A POWERDITM 123 DFLS230L Diodes,Inc
M1 30V SOT-23 SPN1443 Sync Power
M2 30V SOT-23 SPN1443 Sync Power
Table B.1: Component values and part numbers for SEPIC converter prototype
Component Value Package Part No. Manufacturer
U1 Oscillator SOT-23 LTC1799 Linear Technology
U2 AND Gate SOT-23 NC7SZ08 Fairchild
U3x4 CMOS Inverter SC70 NC7WZ04 Fairchild
U4 Linear Regulator SOT-23 TPS76933 Texas Instruments
C1,C2 ,C0 4, C03 0.1uF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
Co2 ,Co,Col 0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
CIN 4.7pF 6032-28 TPSC475K035R0600 AVX
0.IpF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
R1 4.7kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ472V Panasonic
Ls 110nH 0603 0603CS-R11X Coilcraft
Lp 72nH 0603 0603CS-72NX Coilcraft
Cp 0. 1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
D2 20V, 100mA SSSMINI2 MA27D27 Panasonic
M3 25V, 680mA SOT-23 FDV303N Fairchild
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Table B.2: Component values and part numbers for gate drive circuit
PCB Layout Masks and Schematics
Component Value Package Part No. Manufacturer
U5 Voltage Doubler SOT-23 MAX1683 Maxim
U7 PWM chip SO-8 UCC2813 Texas Instruments
U8 High Speed Amplifier SO-8 MAX9003 Maxim
U6 Linear Regulator SOT-23 TPS76925 Texas Instruments
C0 7 ,Clo 0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C9 3.3pF 0603 TPCL335K010R5000 AVX
CIN2 4.7-tF 6032-28 TPSC475K035R0600 AVX
0.1 pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C4,C11 5pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C5 lnF 0603 LD03ZC102KAB2A AVX
C 1OO0pF 0603 ECJ-2VC1H101J Panasonic
C7  O.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
C O0.1pF 0603 UMK107BJ104KA-T Taiyo Yuden
R4 22kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ223V Panasonic
R5 8.2kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ822V Panasonic
R6 1O0kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ103V Panasonic
R7 30kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ303V Panasonic
Rs 1002 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ101V Panasonic
R9 30kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ303V Panasonic
Rio 30kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ203V Panasonic
R1, 56kQ 0603 ERJ-3GEYJ563V Panasonic
D4, D3 20V, 100mA SSSMINI2 MA27D27 Panasonic
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Table B.3: Component values and part numbers for controller circuit
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